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APPENDIX A 

UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CIRCUIT 

 
Argued November 21, 2017 

Decided December 26, 2017  

No. 17-5171 

ELECTRONIC PRIVACY INFORMATION CENTER, 
APPELLANT 

 
V. 
 

PRESIDENTIAL ADVISORY COMMISSION ON ELECTION 
INTEGRITY, ET AL., 

APPELLEES 
 

Appeal from the United States District Court  
for the District of Columbia  

(No. 1:17-cv-01320) 

Marc Rotenberg argued the cause for the ap-
pellant. Alan Butler was with him on the brief.  
 

Daniel Tenny, Attorney, United States De-
partment of Justice, argued the cause for the appel-
lees. Mark B. Stern, Attorney, was with him on brief. 
Elizabeth J. Shapiro, Attorney, entered an appear-
ance. 
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Lawrence J. Joseph was on brief for the amicus 
curiae Eagle Forum Education & Legal Defense Fund 
in support of the appellees. 

 
Before: HENDERSON, Circuit Judge, and WIL-

LIAMS and GINSBURG, Senior Circuit Judges.  
 

Opinion for the Court filed by Circuit Judge 
HENDERSON.  

 
Opinion concurring in part and concurring in 

the judgment filed by Senior Circuit Judge WILLIAMS. 
 
KAREN LECRAFT HENDERSON, Circuit Judge: 

By executive order issued in May 2017, the President 
established the Presidential Advisory Commission on 
Election Integrity (Commission). Exec. Order No. 
13799, 82 Fed. Reg. 22389 (May 11, 2017). The Com-
mission is a temporary and “solely advisory” body 
charged with studying the integrity of federal elec-
tions. Id. § 3. In keeping with that objective but lack-
ing any authority to demand information, the Com-
mission “requested” that each state and the District 
of Columbia provide the Commission with certain 
“publicly-available voter roll data.” Joint Appendix 
(JA) 51. 

The Electronic Privacy Information Center 
(EPIC)—a nonprofit organization whose stated mis-
sion is “to focus public attention on emerging privacy 
and civil liberties issues”—sued the Commission and 
other entities and officials, claiming 
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violations of the Administrative Procedure Act (APA), 
5 U.S.C. § 706. Pl.’s Second Am. Compl. (Compl.), 
Dkt. No. 33 at 2, 12-13. 1 EPIC sought a preliminary 
injunction to prohibit the defendants from collecting 
voter data unless and until they complete a privacy 
impact assessment as allegedly required by the E-
Government Act of 2002, Pub. L. No. 107-347, § 
208(b), 116 Stat. 2899, 2921-22 (Dec. 17, 2002). The 
district court denied preliminary injunctive relief. 
EPIC v. Presidential Advisory Comm’n on Election 
Integrity, 2017 WL 3141907 (D.D.C. July 24, 2017). 
The court concluded (inter alia) that EPIC has stand-
ing, id. at *6-*10, but is unlikely to succeed on the 
merits because under the APA neither the Commis-
sion nor any other defendant constitutes an “agency” 
that the court can enjoin to produce an assessment, 
id. at *11-*13. 

On an interlocutory basis, EPIC appeals the 
denial of a preliminary injunction. See 28 U.S.C. § 
1292(a)(1). We agree with the district court that EP-
IC is unlikely to succeed on its APA claims. But we 
reach that conclusion for a different reason from the 
one the district court identified. See Parsi v. Da-
ioleslam, 778 F.3d 116, 126 (D.C. Cir. 2015) (“Ordi-
                                            
1 EPIC’s complaint also alleged violations of the Federal 
Advisory Committee Act, 5 U.S.C. app. 2, and the Fifth 
Amendment’s Due Process Clause. Those claims are not 
before us because EPIC presents no argument about them. 
See N.Y. Rehab. Care Mgmt., LLC v. NLRB, 506 F.3d 
1070, 1076 (D.C. Cir. 2007) (party forfeits argument by 
failing to brief it or by mentioning it only “in the most 
skeletal way” (internal quotation omitted)). 
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narily, a court of appeals can affirm a district court 
judgment on any basis supported by the record, even 
if different from the grounds the district court cit-
ed.”). Specifically, we uphold the denial of a prelimi-
nary injunction because EPIC has not shown a sub-
stantial likelihood of standing. See Food & Water 
Watch, Inc. v. Vilsack, 808 F.3d 905, 913 (D.C. Cir. 
2015) (“A party who fails to show a ‘substantial like-
lihood’ of standing is not entitled to a preliminary in-
junction.” (quoting Obama v. Klayman, 800 F.3d 559, 
568 (D.C. Cir. 2015) (opinion of Williams, J.))).2 

I.    BACKGROUND 
In 2002, the Congress passed the E-

Government Act to streamline government use of in-
formation technology “in a manner consistent with 
laws regarding protection of personal privacy, na-
tional security, records retention, access for persons 
with disabilities, and other relevant laws.” E-
Government Act § 2(b)(11). Section 208 of the Act, en-
titled “Privacy Provisions,” states that “[t]he purpose 
of this section is to ensure sufficient protections for 
                                            
2 Because EPIC has not met its burden with respect to 
standing, we do not consider whether any of the defend-
ants constitutes an agency under the E-Government Act 
or the APA. Nor do we consider the preliminary injunction 
factors other than EPIC’s likelihood of success. A plaintiff 
unlikely to have standing is ipso facto unlikely to succeed, 
Food & Water Watch, 808 F.3d at 913; Klayman, 800 F.3d 
at 565, 568 (opinion of Williams, J.); and when the plain-
tiff is unlikely to succeed, “there is no need to consider the 
remaining factors,” Greater New Orleans Fair Hous. Ac-
tion Ctr. v. HUD, 639 F.3d 1078, 1088 (D.C. Cir. 2011). 
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the privacy of personal information as agencies im-
plement citizen-centered electronic Government.” Id. 
§ 208(a). To promote that purpose, section 208 re-
quires an “agency” to conduct, review and, “if practi-
cable,” publish a privacy impact assessment before it 
collects “information in an identifiable form permit-
ting the physical or online contacting of a specific in-
dividual, if identical questions have been posed to, or 
identical reporting requirements imposed on, 10 or 
more persons.” Id. § 208(b)(1). A party with standing 
can make a claim under that provision for relief un-
der the APA’s direction to courts to “compel agency 
action unlawfully withheld,” 5 U.S.C. § 706(1), and to 
“set aside agency action . . . not in accordance with 
law,” id. § 706(2)(A). 

In May 2017, the President established the 
Commission as a “solely advisory” body. Exec. Order 
No. 13799, § 3. He charged it with studying and sub-
mitting a report about the “integrity of” and “vulner-
abilities in” the voting systems and procedures used 
in federal elections. Id. Thirty days after the Com-
mission submits its report, it will cease to exist. Id. § 
6. 

In June 2017, Kris Kobach—Secretary of State 
of Kansas and Vice Chair of the Commission—wrote 
a letter to the chief election officer of each state and 
the District of Columbia. Each letter “request[ed]” 
that the addressee 

provide to the Commission the publicly-
available voter roll data for [your state], 
including, if publicly available under the 
laws of your state, the full first and last 
names of all registrants, middle names 
or initials if available, addresses, dates 
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of birth, political party (if recorded in 
your state), last four digits of social se-
curity number if available, voter history 
(elections voted in) from 2006 onward, 
active/inactive status, cancelled status, 
information regarding any felony convic-
tions, information regarding voter regis-
tration in another state, information re-
garding military status, and overseas 
citizen information. 

JA 61-62. Each letter stated that “any documents” a 
state submits to the Commission “will also be made 
available to the public,” JA 62, but Kobach clarified 
in district court that “the Commission intends to de-
identify” any voter data it receives so that “the voter 
rolls themselves will not be released to the public,” 
JA 52. As far as the record shows, only Arkansas has 
submitted any data and it “has been deleted without 
ever having been accessed by the Commission.” JA 
235. 

EPIC filed its complaint in July 2017, naming 
as defendants the Commission, Kobach and other en-
tities and officials.3 As relevant here, the complaint 
raised two related claims. Count One alleged “unlaw-
ful agency action,” i.e., that the defendants “initi-
                                            
3 The complaint also named Vice President Michael Pence; 
Charles Herndon, Director of White House Information 
Technology; the Executive Office of the President; the Of-
fice of the Vice President; the Department of Defense; the 
General Services Administration; the Executive Commit-
tee for Presidential Information Technology; and the 
United States Digital Service. 
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ate[d] collection of voter data” without first “creating, 
reviewing, and publishing a privacy impact assess-
ment” under the E-Government Act. Compl. 12 (capi-
talization altered). Count Two alleged “agency action 
unlawfully withheld,” i.e., that the defendants “have 
failed to create, review, and/or publish a privacy im-
pact assessment for [their] collection of voter data, as 
required by” the E-Government Act. Id. at 12-13 (cap-
italization altered). EPIC asked the district court to 
remedy the alleged violations by (inter alia) “halt[ing] 
collection of personal voter data” and ordering the de-
fendants “to promptly conduct a privacy impact as-
sessment prior to the collection of personal voter da-
ta.” Id. at 15. 

EPIC later moved for a preliminary injunction. 
It asked the district court to prohibit the defendants 
“from collecting state voter data prior to the comple-
tion of a privacy impact assessment.” Mem. in Sup-
port, Dkt. No. 35-1 at 41. The court denied the mo-
tion. EPIC, 266 F.Supp.3d at 319–20, 2017 WL 
3141907, at *14. Based on the available evidence, the 
court held (inter alia) that EPIC has standing, id. at 
308–15, 2017 WL 3141907 at *6-*10, but that the 
Commission lacks “‘substantial independent authori-
ty’” and so is not “an ‘agency’ for purposes of the 
APA,” id. at 315, 2017 WL 3141907 at *11 (quoting 
Citizens for Responsibility & Ethics in Washington v. 
Office of Admin., 566 F.3d 219, 222 (D.C. Cir. 2009)). 
The court was also unpersuaded that any other de-
fendant likely to be involved in collecting voter data 
is an agency under the APA. Id. at 316–19, 2017 WL 
3141907 at *12-*13. Accordingly, the court concluded, 
EPIC “has not demonstrated a likelihood of success 
on the merits.” Id. at 319, 2017 WL 3141907 at *13. 
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II.   ANALYSIS 
“The judicial Power” of the federal courts ex-

tends only to “Cases” and “Controversies,” U.S. 
CONST. art. III, § 2, cl. 1, “and there is no justiciable 
case or controversy unless the plaintiff has standing,” 
West v. Lynch, 845 F.3d 1228, 1230 (D.C. Cir. 2017) 
(citing Steel Co. v. Citizens for a Better Env’t, 523 
U.S. 83, 102, 118 S.Ct. 1003, 140 L.Ed.2d 210 (1998)). 
To establish standing, the plaintiff must show (1) it 
has suffered a “concrete and particularized” injury (2) 
that is “fairly traceable to the challenged action of the 
defendant” and (3) that is “likely” to be “redressed by 
a favorable decision,” i.e., a decision granting the 
plaintiff the relief it seeks. Id. (quoting Lujan v. De-
fenders of Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555, 560-61, 112 S.Ct. 
2130, 119 L.Ed.2d 351 (1992)). 

The plaintiff bears the burden of establishing 
all three elements of standing. Lujan, 504 U.S. at 
561, 112 S.Ct. 2130. The “manner and degree of evi-
dence required” depends on the “stage[ ] of the litiga-
tion.” Id. In the context of a preliminary injunction 
motion, we require the plaintiff to “show a ‘substan-
tial likelihood’ of standing” “under the heightened 
standard for evaluating a motion for summary judg-
ment.” Food & Water Watch, 808 F.3d at 912-13 
(quoting Klayman, 800 F.3d at 568 (opinion of Wil-
liams, J.)); see Nat’l Wildlife Fed’n v. Burford, 835 
F.2d 305, 328 (D.C. Cir. 1987) (Williams, J., concur-
ring and dissenting). Thus, the plaintiff cannot “rest 
on ... mere allegations, but must set forth by affidavit 
or other evidence specific facts” that, if “taken to be 
true,” demonstrate a substantial likelihood of stand-
ing. Lujan, 504 U.S. at 561, 112 S.Ct. 2130 (internal 
quotation omitted). 
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“Because ‘standing is not dispensed in gross’ 
but instead may differ claim by claim,” “we address 
seriatim” EPIC’s likelihood of standing on each of its 
two APA claims. West, 845 F.3d at 1235 (quoting Da-
vis v. FEC, 554 U.S. 724, 734, 128 S.Ct. 2759, 171 
L.Ed.2d 737 (2008)). We conclude that EPIC has not 
made the requisite showing on either claim.4 To sim-
plify the analysis, we start with Count Two. 

A. FAILURE TO PRODUCE PRIVACY  
IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

Count Two alleges “agency action unlawfully 
withheld,” namely, the defendants’ failure to produce 
a privacy impact assessment under the E-
Government Act. Compl. 12-13 (capitalization al-
tered). EPIC asserts that this inaction causes it two 
types of injury: (1) “informational injury” through the 
lack of an assessment to which the law allegedly enti-
tles it, Appellant’s Reply Br. 4; and (2) 
“[o]rganizational . . . injury” in that the inaction con-
flicts with EPIC’s mission “to focus public attention 
on emerging privacy and civil liberties issues,” id. at 
5 (internal quotation omitted).5 As relief for the inac-
                                            
4 We owe no deference to the district court’s contrary con-
clusion. O’Hara v. Dist. No. 1-PCD, 56 F.3d 1514, 1522 
(D.C. Cir. 1995) (to extent preliminary injunction decision 
“hinges on questions of law,” we review it de novo (inter-
nal quotation omitted)); see Teton Historic Aviation 
Found. v. Dep’t of Def., 785 F.3d 719, 724 (D.C. Cir. 2015) 
(per curiam) (standing is question of law to be assessed de 
novo). 
5 In district court, EPIC also advanced a theory of “associ-
ational standing.” Reply in Support, Dkt. No. 39 at 19-23. 
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tion, EPIC asks that the defendants be ordered “to 
promptly conduct a privacy impact assessment prior 
to the collection of personal voter data.” Compl. 15. 
We conclude that EPIC lacks standing to obtain such 
relief because it has suffered no cognizable informa-
tional or organizational injury. We analyze and reject 
those two asserted types of injury in turn without 
necessarily agreeing that they are in fact analytically 
separate here. Indeed, as will be seen, EPIC identi-
fies no organizational harm unrelated to its alleged 
informational injury. See infra pp. 378–79.  

1. Informational Injury 
Following FEC v. Akins, 524 U.S. 11, 118 S.Ct. 

1777, 141 L.Ed.2d 10 (1998), “we have recognized 
that a denial of access to information can,” in certain 
circumstances, “work an ‘injury in fact’ for standing 
purposes,” Am. Soc’y for Prevention of Cruelty to An-
imals v. Feld Entm’t, Inc., 659 F.3d 13, 22 (D.C. Cir. 
2011) (Feld) (internal quotation omitted). To carry its 
burden of demonstrating a “sufficiently concrete and 
particularized informational injury,” the plaintiff 
must show that “(1) it has been deprived of infor-
mation that, on its interpretation, a statute requires 
the government or a third party to disclose to it, and 

                                                
The court rejected it, EPIC, 2017 WL 3141907, at *4-*6, 
and EPIC does not renew it here, Appellant’s Reply Br. 2 
n.2 (“associational standing” is “not related to any issue on 
appeal”). We therefore do not consider it. See Scenic Am., 
Inc. v. Dep’t of Transp., 836 F.3d 42, 53 n.4 (D.C. Cir. 
2016) (party forfeits theory of standing if it fails to ad-
vance any argument about it). 
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(2) it suffers, by being denied access to that infor-
mation, the type of harm Congress sought to prevent 
by requiring disclosure.” Friends of Animals v. Jew-
ell, 828 F.3d 989, 992 (D.C. Cir. 2016); see Spokeo, 
Inc. v. Robins, ––– U.S. ––––, 136 S.Ct. 1540, 1549, 
194 L.Ed.2d 635 (2016) (“judgment of Congress” is 
“important” to “whether an intangible harm,” includ-
ing informational harm, “constitutes injury in fact”). 

We need not consider the first component of 
the requirement for informational injury because EP-
IC does not satisfy the second: it has not suffered the 
type of harm that section 208 of the E-Government 
Act seeks to prevent. Indeed, EPIC is not even the 
type of plaintiff that can suffer such harm. See 
Friends of Animals, 828 F.3d at 992 (whether “plain-
tiff suffers the type of harm Congress sought to rem-
edy” sometimes depends on whether “Congress, in 
mandating disclosure, sought to protect individuals 
or organizations like” plaintiff). 

Section 208, a “Privacy Provision[ ]” by its very 
name, declares an express “purpose” of “ensur[ing] 
sufficient protections for the privacy of personal in-
formation as agencies implement citizen-centered 
electronic Government.” E-Government Act § 208(a). 
As we read it, the provision is intended to protect in-
dividuals—in the present context, voters—by requir-
ing an agency to fully consider their privacy before 
collecting their personal information. EPIC is not a 
voter and is therefore not the type of plaintiff the 
Congress had in mind. Nor is EPIC’s asserted 
harm—an inability to “ensure public oversight of rec-
ord systems,” Appellant’s Reply Br. 9—the kind the 
Congress had in mind. Instead, section 208 is di-
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rected at individual privacy, which is not at stake for 
EPIC. 

2. Organizational Injury 
For similar reasons, EPIC has suffered no or-

ganizational injury. Under Havens Realty Corp. v. 
Coleman, 455 U.S. 363, 102 S.Ct. 1114, 71 L.Ed.2d 
214 (1982), “an organization may establish Article III 
standing if it can show that the defendant’s actions 
cause a ‘concrete and demonstrable injury to the or-
ganization’s activities’ that is ‘more than simply a 
setback to the organization’s abstract social inter-
ests.’” Feld, 659 F.3d at 25(quoting Havens, 455 U.S. 
at 379, 102 S.Ct. 1114). “Our case law, however, es-
tablishes two important limitations on the scope of 
standing under Havens.” Id. First, the plaintiff must 
show that the defendant’s “action or omission to act 
injured the organization’s interest.” People for the 
Ethical Treatment of Animals v. USDA, 797 F.3d 
1087, 1094 (D.C. Cir. 2015) (PETA) (internal quota-
tion and brackets omitted). Second, the plaintiff must 
show that it “used its resources to counteract that 
harm.” Id. (internal quotation omitted). EPIC’s asser-
tion of organizational standing fails twice over. 

EPIC’s sole theory of organizational injury is 
that the defendants’ failure to produce a privacy im-
pact assessment injures its interest in using the in-
formation contained in the assessment “to focus pub-
lic attention on emerging privacy and civil liberties 
issues.” Appellant’s Reply Br. 5 (internal quotation 
omitted). As we have discussed, however, section 208 
of the E-Government Act does not confer any such 
informational interest on EPIC. EPIC cannot ground 
organizational injury on a non-existent interest. See 
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Feld, 659 F.3d at 24-25 (abstract social interest does 
not give rise to organizational injury). 

It follows that any resources EPIC used to 
counteract the lack of a privacy impact assessment—
an assessment in which it has no cognizable inter-
est—were “a self-inflicted budgetary choice that can-
not qualify as an injury in fact.” Feld, 659 F.3d at 25 
(internal quotation omitted). EPIC’s evidence of ex-
penditures only reinforces the point. It relies exclu-
sively on the declaration of an EPIC “Law Fellow” 
who before and during this lawsuit submitted Free-
dom of Information Act (FOIA) requests to (inter alia) 
the Commission and the Department of Justice 
(DOJ).6 JA 236-37. EPIC offers no “specific facts” 
demonstrating that the lack of an assessment caused 
it to submit the requests, Lujan, 504 U.S. at 561, 112 
S.Ct. 2130 (internal quotation omitted); see Appel-
lant’s Reply Br. 5-6, 10, so we can only speculate. 
Speculation is ordinarily fatal to standing, Daim-

                                            
6 In its rebuttal oral argument, EPIC contended that it 
has organizational standing not only because of the FOIA 
requests but because it “contacted the state secretaries to 
warn them that [an assessment] had not been completed” 
and because it “launched an internet-based campaign to 
alert voters that their information was not being protect-
ed.” Oral Arg. Recording 30:28-30:59. EPIC did not ad-
vance that contention in its briefs or even during the open-
ing portion of its oral argument. It thereby forfeited the 
contention, the merits of which we decline to consider. See 
Coal. of Battery Recyclers Ass’n v. EPA, 604 F.3d 613, 623 
(D.C. Cir. 2010) (argument raised “for the first time dur-
ing rebuttal oral argument” is “forfeited”). 
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lerChrysler Corp. v. Cuno, 547 U.S. 332, 344, 126 
S.Ct. 1854, 164 L.Ed.2d 589 (2006) (it cannot estab-
lish injury); West, 845 F.3d at 1237-38 (it cannot es-
tablish causation or redressability), and that is the 
case here. EPIC’s wide-ranging FOIA requests sought 
information about (inter alia) DOJ’s data-collection 
efforts under the National Voter Registration Act; 
DOJ’s legal views about the Commission’s authority; 
and various potentially privileged government com-
munications. An assessment would not likely disclose 
such information. See E-Government Act § 
208(b)(1)(C), (b)(2)(B). Presumably, then, EPIC would 
have made similar FOIA requests even if the defend-
ants had produced an assessment.7  

In short, not only does EPIC have no cogniza-
ble interest in a privacy impact assessment but the 
resources it spent were not even demonstrably at-
tributable to the lack of an assessment. It has suf-

                                            
7 This fact readily distinguishes PETA, 797 F.3d 1087, on 
which EPIC relies. There, at the dismissal stage, PETA 
sufficiently alleged that the USDA’s failure to apply Ani-
mal Welfare Act regulations to birds caused PETA “to un-
dertake . . . extensive efforts”—and to spend more than 
$10,000—investigating cruelty to birds and submitting 
animal-protection complaints under alternative local, 
state and federal laws. Id. at 1096; see id. at 1093-97. 
Here, “under the heightened standard for evaluating a 
motion for summary judgment,” Food & Water Watch, 808 
F.3d at 912, EPIC has not established any equivalently 
direct causal link between the defendants’ inaction and 
EPIC’s own expenditures. 
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fered no organizational injury, much less an injury 
caused by the defendants. 
B. ATTEMPTING TO COLLECT VOTER DATA WITHOUT 

FIRST PRODUCING PRIVACY IMPACT ASSESSMENT 
Count One alleges “unlawful agency action,” 

namely, the defendants’ attempted collection of voter 
data without first producing a privacy impact as-
sessment under the E-Government Act. Compl. 12 
(capitalization altered). As relief for this asserted vio-
lation, EPIC asks that the defendants be ordered “to 
halt collection of personal voter data.” Id. at 15. We 
again conclude that it lacks standing to obtain such 
relief. 

To repeat, EPIC is not a voter. And as far as 
the record shows, it has no traditional membership, 
let alone members who are voters. Unsurprisingly, 
then, it does not claim standing on behalf of any voter 
whose data is likely to be collected. See supra note 5. 
Instead, in seeking to halt collection of voter data, it 
advances the same theories of informational and or-
ganizational standing that it asserts in seeking to 
compel a privacy impact assessment. We see no rea-
son to “accept[ ] a repackaged version” of those “failed 
theor[ies].” Clapper v. Amnesty Int’l USA, 568 U.S. 
398, 416, 133 S.Ct. 1138, 185 L.Ed.2d 264 (2013). As 
explained above, EPIC has suffered no informational 
or organizational injury from the defendants’ failure 
to produce an assessment. A fortiori, it has suffered 
no informational or organizational injury from the 
defendants’ attempt to collect voter data without first 
producing an assessment. 

Moreover, halting collection of voter data 
would not “likely” redress any informational or or-
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ganizational injury, even had EPIC suffered one. 
Lujan, 504 U.S. at 561, 112 S.Ct. 2130 (“[I]t must be 
likely, as opposed to merely speculative, that the in-
jury will be redressed by a favorable decision.” (inter-
nal quotation omitted)); West, 845 F.3d at 1235 (“The 
key word is ‘likely.’”). Assuming arguendo that the 
Commission or another defendant is an agency sub-
ject to the E-Government Act, it need not prepare a 
privacy impact assessment unless it plans to collect 
information. E-Government Act § 208(b)(1)(A). Ac-
cordingly, ordering the defendants not to collect voter 
data only negates the need (if any) to prepare an as-
sessment, making it less likely that EPIC will obtain 
the information it says is essential to its mission of 
“focus[ing] public attention on emerging privacy and 
civil liberties issues.” Appellant’s Reply Br. 5 (inter-
nal quotation omitted). 

* * * * * 
The doctrines of informational and organiza-

tional standing do not derogate from the elemental 
requirement that an alleged injury be “concrete and 
particularized.” Lujan, 504 U.S. at 560, 112 S.Ct. 
2130; see Akins, 524 U.S. at 24-25, 118 S.Ct. 1777 (in-
formational); Havens, 455 U.S. at 379, 102 S.Ct. 1114 
(organizational). On this record, EPIC’s asserted in-
juries do not meet that requirement. Because EPIC 
does not show a substantial likelihood of standing to 
press its claims that the defendants have violated the 
E-Government Act, we affirm the district court’s de-
nial of a preliminary injunction. 

 
So ordered. 
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WILLIAMS, Senior Circuit Judge, concurring in 
part and concurring in the judgment: Because it “has 
not suffered the type of harm that § 208 of the E-
Government Act seeks to prevent,” Maj. Op. at 9, EP-
IC has failed to allege a legally cognizable injury-in-
fact. So I agree that EPIC lacks standing. But given 
that EPIC claims only organizational standing and 
“identifies no organizational harm unrelated to its 
alleged informational injury,” id., I see no need for 
any separate discussion of “organizational injury.” Id. 
at 10-13. Nor, indeed, do I see any need for a separate 
discussion of EPIC’s alternative reformulation of its 
merits claim as an objection to defendants’ effort to 
collect data without previously filing a Privacy Im-
pact Statement (“PIA”). Id. at 13-14. 

* * * 
As an organization, EPIC has in principle two poten-
tial paths to establish standing: “associational,” on 
behalf of its members, and “organizational,” on behalf 
of itself. Before us, it doesn’t renew the associational 
standing claim made in district court. That leaves on-
ly organizational standing. For those purposes, of 
course, it must establish an injury that qualifies un-
der Article III, along with the requisite causation and 
redressability. See, e.g., PETA v. U.S. Department of 
Agriculture, 797 F.3d 1087, 1106 (D.C. Cir. 2015) 
(Millett, J., dubitante). 

To establish organizational standing, EPIC as-
serts only a single injury: that the defendants’ omis-
sions have caused it to go without information—the 
contents of a PIA—that it could use to educate the 
public. 
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Where an organization’s only asserted injury is 
an informational one, we have not engaged in a sepa-
rate analysis of informational and organizational in-
jury. See, e.g., Friends of Animals v. Jewell, 828 F.3d 
989, 992 (D.C. Cir. 2016) (addressing organization’s 
claim of informational injury as such). If an organiza-
tion’s only claimed injury is informational, additional 
discussion of the same facts under the “organization-
al” rubric will not clarify the court’s reasoning. 

In cases where the plaintiff claims organiza-
tional injuries of various types (including informa-
tional ones), we have analyzed the informational in-
jury as such and the other alleged injuries as organi-
zational. See, e.g., Am. Soc. for Prevention of Cruelty 
to Animals v. Feld Entm’t, Inc., 659 F.3d 13, 22 (D.C. 
Cir. 2011) (rejecting organization’s claim of informa-
tional standing, id. at 22-24, and its claims that 
Feld’s use of chains and bullhooks afforded organiza-
tional standing by fostering, plaintiffs argued, “a pub-
lic impression that these practices are harmless,” id. 
at 24-28). My guess—only a guess—is that the prac-
tice arose because organizations found informational 
injury a comparatively easy way to show standing. 

But organizational standing is merely the label 
assigned to the capacity in which the organization 
contends it has been harmed; it is not a separate type 
of injury. In its capacity as an organization, EPIC has 
alleged one harm, packaged as two theories (perhaps 
in the hope that such packaging will increase the 
odds of success). There is no need for us to accept that 
packaging; doing so is a step away from, not towards, 
legal clarity.  
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APPENDIX B 

UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CIRCUIT 

 

No. 17-5171 September Term, 2017 
      FILED ON: DECEMBER 26, 2017 

 
ELECTRONIC PRIVACY INFORMATION CENTER, 

APPELLANT 
 

V. 
 
PRESIDENTIAL ADVISORY COMMISSION ON ELECTION 
INTEGRITY, ET AL., 

APPELLEES 
 

Appeal from the United States District Court  
for the District of Columbia  

(No. 1:17-cv-01320)  
 

Before: HENDERSON, Circuit Judge; WILLIAMS 
and GINSBURG, Senior Circuit Judges  

JUDGMENT 

This cause came on to be heard on the record 
on appeal from the United States District Court for 
the District of Columbia and was argued by counsel. 
On consideration thereof, it is 

ORDERED and ADJUDGED that the judg-
ment of the District Court appealed from in this 
cause is hereby affirmed, in accordance with the opin-
ion of the court filed herein this date. 
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Per Curiam 
 

FOR THE COURT:   
Mark J. Langer, Clerk  
 

 BY:  /s/      
Ken R. Meadows,  
Deputy Clerk 

 
 
Date: December 26, 2017 
 
Opinion for the court filed by Circuit Judge Hender-
son.  
Concurring opinion filed by Senior Circuit Judge Wil-
liams.  
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APPENDIX C 

UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CIRCUIT 

____________________ 
No. 17-5171       September Term, 2017 

1:17-cv-01320-CKK 
 

Filed On: April 2, 2018 
 

Electronic Privacy Information Center, 
Appellant  

v. 

Presidential Advisory Commission on  
Election Integrity, et al., 

Appellees  
____________________ 

BEFORE: Henderson, Circuit Judge; Williams and 
Ginsburg, Senior Circuit Judges  

ORDER 
Upon consideration of appellant’s motion to 

vacate decision, dismiss appeal as moot, and remand 
case, the opposition thereto, and the reply, it is 

ORDERED that the motion be denied.  
Per Curiam 

FOR THE COURT:   
Mark J. Langer, Clerk  
 

BY:  /s/      
Ken R. Meadows,  
Deputy Clerk 
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APPENDIX D 

UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CIRCUIT 

____________________ 
No. 17-5171       September Term, 2017 

1:17-cv-01320-CKK 
 

Filed On: April 2, 2018 
 
Electronic Privacy Information Center, 

Appellant  
v. 

Presidential Advisory Commission on  
Election Integrity, et al., 

Appellees  
____________________ 

BEFORE:  Garland, Chief Judge; Henderson, Rog-
ers, Tatel, Griffith, Kavanaugh, Sriniva-
san, Millett, Pillard, Wilkins, and 
Katsas*, Circuit Judges; Williams and 
Ginsburg, Senior Circuit Judges 

ORDER 

Upon consideration of appellant’s petition for 
rehearing en banc or, in the alternative, for vacatur 
and remand, the opposition thereto, and the absence 
of a request by any member of the court for a vote, it 
is 

ORDERED that the petition and the alterna-
tive request for vacatur and remand be denied. 
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Per Curiam 
 

FOR THE COURT:  
Mark J. Langer, Clerk  

 
BY: /s/ 

Ken R. Meadows,  
Deputy Clerk 

 
* Circuit Judge Katsas did not participate in this 
matter. 
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APPENDIX E 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

____________________ 
Civil Action No. 17-1320 (CKK) 

 
ELECTRONIC PRIVACY 

INFORMATION CENTER, 
Plaintiff, 

v. 
PRESIDENTIAL ADVISORY COMMISSION ON 

ELECTION INTEGRITY, et al., 
Defendants. 

____________________ 
MEMORANDUM OPINION 

(July 24, 2017) 
This case arises from the establishment by Ex-

ecutive Order of the Presidential Advisory Commis-
sion on Election Integrity (the “Commission”), and a 
request by that Commission for each of the 50 states 
and the District of Columbia to provide it with cer-
tain publicly available voter roll information. Pend-
ing before the Court is Plaintiff’s [35] Amended Mo-
tion for Temporary Restraining Order and Prelimi-
nary Injunction, which seeks injunctive relief prohib-
iting Defendants from “collecting voter roll data from 
states and state election officials” and directing De-
fendants to “delete and disgorge any voter roll data 
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already collected or hereafter received.” Proposed 
TRO, ECF No. 35–6, at 1–2. 

Although substantial public attention has been 
focused on the Commission’s request, the legal issues 
involved are highly technical. In addition to the Fifth 
Amendment of the Constitution, three federal laws 
are implicated: the Administrative Procedure Act, 5 
U.S.C. § 551 et seq. (“APA”), the E–Government Act 
of 2002, Pub. L. No. 107–347, 116 Stat. 2899 (“E–
Government Act”), and the Federal Advisory Com-
mittee Act, codified at 5 U.S.C. app. 2 (“FACA”). All 
three are likely unfamiliar to the vast majority of 
Americans, and even seasoned legal practitioners are 
unlikely to have encountered the latter two. Matters 
are further complicated by the doctrine of standing, a 
Constitutional prerequisite for this Court to consider 
the merits of this lawsuit. 

Given the preliminary and emergency nature 
of the relief sought, the Court need not at this time 
decide conclusively whether Plaintiff is, or is not, ul-
timately entitled to relief on the merits. Rather, if 
Plaintiff has standing to bring this lawsuit, then re-
lief may be granted if the Court finds that Plaintiff 
has a likelihood of succeeding on the merits, that it 
would suffer irreparable harm absent injunctive re-
lief, and that other equitable factors—that is, ques-
tions of fairness, justice, and the public interest—
warrant such relief. 

The Court held a lengthy hearing on July 7, 
2017, and has carefully reviewed the parties’ volumi-
nous submissions to the Court, the applicable law, 
and the record as a whole. Following the hearing, ad-
ditional defendants were added to this lawsuit, and 
Plaintiff filed the pending, amended motion for in-
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junctive relief, which has now been fully briefed. For 
the reasons detailed below, the Court finds that 
Plaintiff has standing to seek redress for the informa-
tional injuries that it has allegedly suffered as a re-
sult of Defendants declining to conduct and publish a 
Privacy Impact Assessment pursuant to the E–
Government Act prior to initiating their collection of 
voter roll information. Plaintiff does not, however, 
have standing to pursue Constitutional or statutory 
claims on behalf of its advisory board members. 

Although Plaintiff has won the standing battle, 
it proves to be a Pyrrhic victory. The E–Government 
Act does not itself provide for a cause of action, and 
consequently, Plaintiff must seek judicial review pur-
suant to the APA. However, the APA only applies to 
“agency action.” Given the factual circumstances 
presently before the Court—which have changed sub-
stantially since this case was filed three weeks ago—
Defendants’ collection of voter roll information does 
not currently involve agency action. Under the bind-
ing precedent of this circuit, entities in close proximi-
ty to the President, which do not wield “substantial 
independent authority,” are not “agencies” for pur-
poses of the APA. On this basis, neither the Commis-
sion or the Director of White House Information 
Technology—who is currently charged with collecting 
voter roll information on behalf of the Commission—
are “agencies” for purposes of the APA, meaning the 
Court cannot presently exert judicial review over the 
collection process. To the extent the factual circum-
stances change, however—for example, if the de jure 
or de facto powers of the Commission expand beyond 
those of a purely advisory body—this determination 
may need to be revisited. Finally, the Court also finds 
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that Plaintiff has not demonstrated an irreparable 
informational injury—given that the law does not 
presently entitle it to information—and that the eq-
uitable and public interest factors are in equipoise. 
These interests may very well be served by additional 
disclosure, but they would not be served by this 
Court, without a legal mandate, ordering the disclo-
sure of information where no right to such infor-
mation currently exists. Accordingly, upon considera-
tion of the pleadings,1 the relevant legal authorities, 
and the record as a whole, Plaintiff’s [35] Motion for a 
Temporary Restraining Order and Preliminary In-
junction is DENIED WITHOUT PREJUDICE.2  

I. Background 
The Commission was established by Executive 

Order on May 11, 2017. Executive Order No. 13,799, 
82 Fed. Reg. 22,389 (May 11, 2017) (“Exec. Order”). 
According to the Executive Order, the Commission’s 
purpose is to “study the registration and voting pro-
cesses used in Federal elections.” Id. § 3. The Execu-

                                            
1 The Court’s consideration has focused on the following 
documents: 
• Mem. in Supp. of Pl.’s Am. Mot. for a TRO and Pre-

lim. Inj., ECF No. 35-1 (“Pls. Am. Mem.”); 
• Defs.’ Mem. in Opp’n to Pl.’s Am. Mot. for a TRO and 

Prelim. Inj., ECF No. 38 (“Am. Opp’n Mem.”); 
• Reply in Supp. of Pl.’s Am. Mot. for a TRO and Pre-

lim. Inj., ECF No. 39 (“Am. Reply Mem.”). 
2 For the avoidance of doubt, the Court denies without 
prejudice both Plaintiff’s motion for a temporary restrain-
ing order, and its motion for a preliminary injunction. 
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tive Order states that the Commission is “solely advi-
sory,” and that it shall disband 30 days after submit-
ting a report to the President on three areas related 
to “voting processes” in federal elections. Id. §§ 3, 6. 
The Vice President is the chair of the Commission, 
and the President may appoint 15 additional mem-
bers. From this group, the Vice President is permit-
ted to appoint a Vice Chair of the Commission. The 
Vice President has named Kris W. Kobach, Secretary 
of State for Kansas, to serve as the Vice Chair. Decl. 
of Kris Kobach, ECF No. 8–1 (“Kobach Decl.”), ¶ 1. 
Apart from the Vice President and the Vice Chair, 
there are presently ten other members of the Com-
mission, including Commissioner Christy McCormick 
of the Election Assistance Commission (the “EAC”), 
who is currently the only federal agency official serv-
ing on the Commission, and a number of state elec-
tion officials, both Democratic and Republican, and a 
Senior Legal Fellow of the Heritage Foundation. 
Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights Under the Law v. 
Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integ-
rity, No. 17–cv–1354 (D.D.C. July 10, 2017), Decl. of 
Andrew J. Kossack, ECF No. 15–1 (“Kossack Decl.”), 
¶ 1; Second Decl. of Kris W. Kobach, ECF No. 11–1 
(“Second Kobach Decl.”), ¶ 1. According to Defend-
ants, “McCormick is not serving in her official capaci-
ty as a member of the EAC.” Second Kobach Decl. ¶ 
2. The Executive Order also provides that the Gen-
eral Services Administration (“GSA”), a federal agen-
cy, will “provide the Commission with such adminis-
trative services, funds, facilities, staff, equipment, 
and other support services as may be necessary to 
carry out its mission on a reimbursable basis,” and 
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that other federal agencies “shall endeavor to cooper-
ate with the Commission.” Exec. Order, § 7. 

Following his appointment as Vice Chair, Mr. 
Kobach directed that identical letters “be sent to the 
secretaries of state or chief election officers of each of 
the fifty states and the District of Columbia.” Kobach 
Decl. ¶ 4. In addition to soliciting the views of state 
officials on certain election matters by way of seven 
broad policy questions, each of the letters requests 
that state officials provide the Commission with the 
“publicly available voter roll data” of their respective 
states, “including, if publicly available under the laws 
of [their] state, the full first and last names of all reg-
istrants, middle names or initials if available, ad-
dresses, dates of birth, political party (if recorded in 
your state), last four digits of social security number 
if available, voter history (elections voted in) from 
2006 onward, active/inactive status, cancelled status, 
information regarding any felony convictions, infor-
mation regarding voter registration in another state, 
information regarding military status, and overseas 
citizen information.” Kobach Decl., Ex. 3 (June 28, 
2017 Letter to the Honorable John Merrill, Secretary 
of State of Alabama). The letters sent by Mr. Kobach 
also indicate that “[a]ny documents that are submit-
ted to the full Commission will ... be made available 
to the public.” Id. Defendants have represented that 
this statement applies only to “narrative responses” 
submitted by states to the Commission. Id. ¶ 5. “With 
respect to voter roll data, the Commission intends to 
de-identify any such data prior to any public release 
of documents. In other words, the voter rolls them-
selves will not be released to the public by the Com-
mission.” Id. The exact process by which de-
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identification and publication of voter roll data will 
occur has yet to be determined. Hr’g Tr. 36:20–37:8. 

Each letter states that responses may be sub-
mitted electronically to an email address, ElectionIn-
tegrityStaff@ovp.eop.gov, “or by utilizing the Safe Ac-
cess File Exchange (‘SAFE’), which is a secure FTP 
site the federal government uses for transferring 
large data files.” Kobach Decl., Ex. 3. The SAFE web-
site is accessible at https://safe.amrdec.army.mil/safe/ 
Welcome.aspx. Defendants have represented that it 
was their intention that “narrative responses” to the 
letters’ broad policy questions should be sent via 
email, while voter roll information should be upload-
ed by using the SAFE system. Id. ¶ 5. 

According to Defendants, the email address 
named in the letters “is a White House email address 
(in the Office of the Vice President) and subject to the 
security protecting all White House communications 
and networks.” Id. Defendants, citing security con-
cerns, declined to detail the extent to which other 
federal agencies are involved in the maintenance of 
the White House computer system. Hr’g Tr. 35:2–10. 
The SAFE system, however, is operated by the U.S. 
Army Aviation and Missile Research Development 
and Engineering Center, a component of the Depart-
ment of Defense. Second Kobach Decl. ¶ 4; Hr’g Tr. 
32:6–9. The SAFE system was “originally designed to 
provide Army Missile and Research, Development 
and Engineering Command (AMRDEC) employees 
and those doing business with AMRDEC an alternate 
way to send files.” Safe Access File Exchange (Aug. 8, 
2012), available at  http://www.doncio.navy.mil/Cont
entView.aspx?id=4098 (last accessed July 20, 2017). 
The system allows “users to send up to 25 files se-
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curely to recipients within the .mil or .gov domains[,]” 
and may be used by anyone so long as the recipient 
has a .mil or .gov email address. After an individual 
uploads data via the SAFE system, the intended re-
cipient receives an email message indicating that 
“they have been given access to a file” on the system, 
and the message provides instructions for accessing 
the file. The message also indicates the date on which 
the file will be deleted. This “deletion date” is set by 
the originator of the file, and the default deletion 
date is seven days after the upload date, although a 
maximum of two weeks is permitted. 

Defendants portrayed the SAFE system as a 
conduit for information. Once a state had uploaded 
voter roll information via the system, Defendants in-
tended to download the data and store it on a White 
House computer system. Second Kobach Decl. ¶ 5. 
The exact details of how that would happen, and who 
would be involved, were unresolved at the time of the 
hearing. Hr’g Tr. 34:3–35:10; 35:23–36:9. Nonethe-
less, there is truth to Defendants’ description. Files 
uploaded onto the system are not archived after their 
deletion date, and the system is meant to facilitate 
the transfer of files from one user to another, and is 
not intended for long-term data storage. As Defend-
ants conceded, however, files uploaded onto the 
SAFE system are maintained for as many as fourteen 
days on a computer system operated by the Depart-
ment of Defense. Hr’g Tr. 31:7–32:5; 36:1–9 (The 
Court: “You seem to be indicating that DOD’s website 
would maintain it at least for the period of time until 
it got transferred, right?” Ms. Shapiro: “Yes. This 
conduit system would have it for—until it’s down-
loaded. So from the time it’s uploaded until the time 
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it’s downloaded for a maximum of two weeks and 
shorter if that’s what’s set by the states.”). Defend-
ants stated that as, of July 7, only the state of Arkan-
sas had transmitted voter roll information to the 
Commission by uploading it to the SAFE system. 
Hr’g Tr. 40:10–18. According to Defendants, the 
Commission had not yet downloaded Arkansas’ voter 
data; and as of the date of the hearing, the data con-
tinued to reside on the SAFE system. Id. 

Shortly after the hearing, Plaintiff amended its 
complaint pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Proce-
dure 15(a)(1)(A), and added the Department of De-
fense as a defendant. Am. Compl., ECF No. 21. The 
Court then permitted Defendants to file supple-
mental briefing with respect to any issues particular 
to the Department of Defense.  Order, ECF No. 23. 
On July 10, Defendants submitted a Supplemental 
Brief, notifying the Court of certain factual develop-
ments since the July 7 hearing. First, Defendants 
represented that the Commission “no longer intends 
to use the DOD SAFE system to receive information 
from the states.” Third Decl. of Kris W. Kobach, ECF 
No. 24–1 (“Third Kobach Decl.”), ¶ 1. Instead, De-
fendants stated that the Director of White House In-
formation Technology was working to “repurpos[e] an 
existing system that regularly accepts personally 
identifiable information through a secure, encrypted 
computer application,” and that this new system was 
expected to be “fully functional by 6:00pm EDT [on 
July 10, 2017].” Id. Second, Defendants provided the 
Court with a follow-up communication sent to the 
states, directing election officials to “hold on submit-
ting any data” until this Court resolved Plaintiff’s 
motion for injunctive relief. Id., Ex. A. In light of 
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these developments, Plaintiff moved to further 
amend the complaint pursuant to Federal Rule of 
Civil Procedure 15(a)(2), to name as additional de-
fendants the Director of White House Information 
Technology, the Executive Committee for Presiden-
tial Information Technology, and the United States 
Digital Service, which the Court granted. Pl.’s Mot. to 
Am. Compl., ECF No. 30; Order, ECF No. 31. 

Given the “substantial changes in factual cir-
cumstances” since this action was filed, the Court di-
rected Plaintiff to file an amended motion for injunc-
tive relief. Order, ECF No. 31. Plaintiff filed the 
amended motion on July 13, seeking to enjoin De-
fendants from “collecting voter roll data from states 
and state election officials” and to require Defendants 
to “disgorge any voter roll data already collected or 
hereafter received.” Proposed Order, ECF No. 35–6, 
at 1–2. Defendants’ response supplied additional in-
formation about how the voter roll data would be col-
lected and stored by the “repurposed” White House 
computer system. See Decl. of Charles Christopher 
Herndon, ECF No. 38–1 (“Herndon Decl.”), ¶¶ 3–6. 
According to Defendants, the new system requires 
state officials to request an access link, which then 
allows them to upload data to a “server within the 
domain electionintergrity.whitehouse.gov.” Id. ¶ 4. 
Once the files have been uploaded, “[a]uthorized 
members of the Commission will be given access” 
with “dedicated laptops” to access the data through a 
secure White House network. Id. ¶ 4–5. Defendants 
represent that this process will only require the as-
sistance of “a limited number of technical staff from 
the White House Office of Administration ....” Id. ¶ 6. 
Finally, Defendants represented that the voter roll 
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data uploaded to the SAFE system by the state of 
Arkansas—the only voter roll information known to 
the Court that has been transferred in response to 
the Commission’s request—“ha[d] been deleted with-
out ever having been accessed by the Commission.” 
Id.¶ 7. 

II. LEGAL STANDARD 

Preliminary injunctive relief, whether in the 
form of temporary restraining order or a preliminary 
injunction, is “an extraordinary remedy that may on-
ly be awarded upon a clear showing that the plaintiff 
is entitled to such relief.” Sherley v. Sebelius, 644 
F.3d 388, 392 (D.C. Cir. 2011) (quoting Winter v. 
Natural Res. Def. Council, Inc., 555 U.S. 7, 22, 129 
S.Ct. 365, 172 L.Ed.2d 249 (2008)); see also Mazurek 
v. Armstrong, 520 U.S. 968, 972, 117 S.Ct. 1865, 138 
L.Ed.2d 162 (1997) (“[A] preliminary injunction is an 
extraordinary and drastic remedy, one that should 
not be granted unless the movant, by a clear showing, 
carries the burden of persuasion.” (emphasis in origi-
nal; quotation marks omitted)). A plaintiff seeking 
preliminary injunctive relief “must establish [1] that 
he is likely to succeed on the merits, [2] that he is 
likely to suffer irreparable harm in the absence of 
preliminary relief, [3] that the balance of equities tips 
in his favor, and [4] that an injunction is in the public 
interest.” Aamer v. Obama, 742 F.3d 1023, 1038 (D.C. 
Cir. 2014) (quoting Sherley, 644 F.3d at 392 (quoting 
Winter, 555 U.S. at 20, 129 S.Ct. 365) (alteration in 
original; quotation marks omitted)). When seeking 
such relief, “‘the movant has the burden to show that 
all four factors, taken together, weigh in favor of the 
injunction.’” Abdullah v. Obama, 753 F.3d 193, 197 
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(D.C. Cir. 2014) (quoting Davis v. Pension Benefit 
Guar. Corp., 571 F.3d 1288, 1292 (D.C. Cir. 2009)). 
“The four factors have typically been evaluated on a 
‘sliding scale.’” Davis, 571 F.3d at 1291 (citation omit-
ted). Under this sliding-scale framework, “[i]f the 
movant makes an unusually strong showing on one of 
the factors, then it does not necessarily have to make 
as strong a showing on another factor.” Id. at 1291–
92.3  

 

 

III. DISCUSSION 
                                            
3 The Court notes that it is not clear whether this circuit’s 
sliding-scale approach to assessing the four preliminary 
injunction factors survives the Supreme Court’s decision 
in Winter. See Save Jobs USA v. U.S. Dep’t of Homeland 
Sec., 105 F. Supp. 3d 108, 112 (D.D.C. 2015). Several 
judges on the United States Court of Appeals for the Dis-
trict of Columbia Circuit (“D.C. Circuit”) have “read Win-
ter at least to suggest if not to hold ‘that a likelihood of 
success is an independent, free-standing requirement for a 
preliminary injunction.’” Sherley, 644 F.3d at 393 (quoting 
Davis, 571 F.3d at 1296 (concurring opinion)). However, 
the D.C. Circuit has yet to hold definitively that Winter 
has displaced the sliding-scale analysis. See id.; see also 
Save Jobs USA, 105 F. Supp. 3d at 112. In any event, this 
Court need not resolve the viability of the sliding-scale 
approach today, as it finds that Plaintiff has failed to show 
a likelihood of success on the merits and irreparable harm, 
and that the other preliminary injunction factors are in 
equipoise. 
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A. Article III Standing 
As a threshold matter, the Court must deter-

mine whether Plaintiff has standing to bring this 
lawsuit. Standing is an element of this Court’s sub-
ject-matter jurisdiction under Article III of the Con-
stitution, and requires, in essence, that a plaintiff 
have “a personal stake in the outcome of the contro-
versy . . . .” Warth v. Seldin, 422 U.S. 490, 498, 95 
S.Ct. 2197, 45 L.Ed.2d 343 (1975). Consequently, a 
plaintiff cannot be a mere bystander or interested 
third-party, or a self-appointed representative of the 
public interest; he or she must show that defendant’s 
conduct has affected them in a “personal and individ-
ual way.” Lujan v. Defs. of Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555, 
561, 112 S.Ct. 2130, 119 L.Ed.2d 351 (1992). The fa-
miliar requirements of Article III standing are: 

(1) that the plaintiff have suffered an 
“injury in fact”—an invasion of a judi-
cially cognizable interest which is (a) 
concrete and particularized and (b) ac-
tual or imminent, not conjectural or hy-
pothetical; (2) that there be a causal 
connection between the injury and the 
conduct complained of—the injury must 
be fairly traceable to the challenged ac-
tion of the defendant, and not the result 
of the independent action of some third 
party not before the court; and (3) that it 
be likely, as opposed to merely specula-
tive, that the injury will be redressed by 
a favorable decision. 

Bennett v. Spear, 520 U.S. 154, 167, 117 S.Ct. 1154, 
137 L.Ed.2d 281 (1997) (citing Lujan, 504 U.S. at 
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560–61, 112 S.Ct. 2130). The parties have briefed 
three theories of standing. Two are based on Plain-
tiff’s own interests—for injuries to its informational 
interests and programmatic public interest activi-
ties—while the third is based on the interests of 
Plaintiff’s advisory board members. This latter theory 
fails, but the first two succeed, for the reasons de-
tailed below. 
 1. Associational Standing 

An organization may sue to vindicate the in-
terests of its members. To establish this type of “as-
sociational” standing, Plaintiff must show that “(a) its 
members would otherwise have standing to sue in 
their own right; (b) the interests it seeks to protect 
are germane to the organization’s purpose; and (c) 
neither the claim asserted nor the relief requested 
requires the participation of individual members in 
the lawsuit.” Ass’n of Flight Attendants-CWA, AFL–
CIO v. U.S. Dep’t of Transp., 564 F.3d 462, 464 (D.C. 
Cir. 2009) (internal quotation marks omitted). Need-
less to say, Plaintiff must also show that it has 
“members” whose interests it is seeking to represent. 
To the extent Plaintiff does not have a formal mem-
bership, it may nonetheless assert organizational 
standing if “the organization is the functional equiva-
lent of a traditional membership organization.” Fund 
Democracy, LLC v. S.E.C., 278 F.3d 21, 25 (D.C. Cir. 
2002). For an organization to meet the test of func-
tional equivalency, “(1) it must serve a specialized 
segment of the community; (2) it must represent in-
dividuals that have all the ‘indicia of membership’ 
including (i) electing the entity’s leadership, (ii) serv-
ing in the entity, and (iii) financing the entity’s activ-
ities; and (3) its fortunes must be tied closely to those 
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of its constituency.” Washington Legal Found. v. 
Leavitt, 477 F.Supp.2d 202, 208 (D.D.C. 2007) (citing 
Fund Democracy, 278 F.3d at 25). 

Plaintiff has submitted the declarations of nine 
advisory board members from six jurisdictions repre-
senting that the disclosure of their personal infor-
mation—including “name, address, date of birth, po-
litical party, social security number, voter history, 
active/inactive or cancelled status, felony convictions, 
other voter registrations, and military status or over-
seas information”—will cause them immediate and 
irreparable harm. ECF No. 35–3, Exs. 7–15. The par-
ties disagree on whether these advisory board mem-
bers meet the test of functional equivalency. For one, 
Plaintiff’s own website concedes that the organization 
“ha[s] no clients, no customers, and no shareholders . 
. . .” See About EPIC, http://epic.org/epic/about.html 
(last accessed July 20, 2017). Contrary to this asser-
tion, however, Plaintiff has proffered testimony to the 
effect that advisory board members exert substantial 
influence over the affairs of the organization, includ-
ing by influencing the matters in which the organiza-
tion participates, and that advisory board members 
are expected to contribute to the organization, either 
financially or by offering their time and expertise. 
Hr’g Tr. 16:1–18:19; see also Decl. of Marc Rotenberg, 
ECF No. 35–5, Ex. 38, ¶¶ 8–12. In the Court’s view, 
however, the present record evidence is insufficient 
for Plaintiff to satisfy its burden with respect to asso-
ciational standing. There is no evidence that mem-
bers are required to finance the activities of the or-
ganization; that they have any role in electing the 
leadership of the organization; or that their fortunes, 
as opposed to their policy viewpoints, are “closely 
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tied” to the organization. See id.; About EPIC, 
http://epic.org/epic/about.html (last accessed July 20, 
2017) (“EPIC works closely with a distinguished advi-
sory board, with expertise in law, technology and 
public policy. . . . EPIC is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit. We 
have no clients, no customers, and no shareholders. 
We need your support.” (emphasis added)); see also 
Elec. Privacy Info. Ctr. v. U.S. Dep’t of Educ., 48 
F.Supp.3d 1, 22 (D.D.C. 2014) (“defendant raises se-
rious questions about whether EPIC is an association 
made up of members that may avail itself of the asso-
ciational standing doctrine”). 

Furthermore, even if the Court were to find 
that Plaintiff is functionally equivalent to a member-
ship organization, the individual advisory board 
members who submitted declarations do not have 
standing to sue in their own capacities. First, these 
individuals are registered voters in states that have 
declined to comply with the Commission’s request for 
voter roll information, and accordingly, they are not 
under imminent threat of either the statutory or 
Constitutional harms alleged by Plaintiff. See Am. 
Opp’n Mem., at 13. Second, apart from the alleged 
violations of the advisory board members’ Constitu-
tional privacy rights—the existence of which the 
Court assumes for purposes of its standing analysis, 
see Parker v. D.C., 478 F.3d 370, 378 (D.C. Cir. 2007), 
aff’d sub nom. D.C. v. Heller, 554 U.S. 570, 128 S.Ct. 
2783, 171 L.Ed.2d 637 (2008)—Plaintiff has failed to 
proffer a theory of individual harm that is “actual or 
imminent, [and not merely] conjectural or hypothet-
ical . . . [,]” Bennett, 520 U.S. at 167, 117 S.Ct. 1154. 
Plaintiff contends that the disclosure of sensitive vot-
er roll information would cause immeasurable harm 
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that would be “impossible to contain . . . after the 
fact.” Pl.’s Am. Mem., at 13. The organization also al-
leges that the information may be susceptible to ap-
propriation for unspecified “deviant purposes.” Id. 
(internal citations omitted). However, Defendants 
have represented that they are only collecting voter 
information that is already publicly available under 
the laws of the states where the information resides; 
that they have only requested this information and 
have not demanded it; and Defendants have clarified 
that such information, to the extent it is made public, 
will be de-identified. See supra at [•]. All of these 
representations were made to the Court in sworn dec-
larations, and needless to say, the Court expects that 
Defendants shall strictly abide by them. 

Under these factual circumstances, however, 
the only practical harm that Plaintiff’s advisory 
board members would suffer, assuming their respec-
tive states decide to comply with the Commission’s 
request in the future, is that their already publicly 
available information would be rendered more easily 
accessible by virtue of its consolidation on the com-
puter systems that would ultimately receive this in-
formation on behalf of the Commission. It may be 
true, as Plaintiff contends, that there are restrictions 
on how “publicly available” voter information can be 
obtained in the ordinary course, such as application 
and notification procedures. Hr’g Tr. 8:2–21. But 
even granting the assumption that the Commission 
has or will receive information in a manner that by-
passes these safeguards, the only way that such in-
formation would be rendered more accessible for ne-
farious purposes is if the Court further assumes that 
either the Commission systems are more susceptible 
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to compromise than those of the states, or that the 
de-identification process eventually used by Defend-
ants will not sufficiently anonymize the information 
when it is publicized. Given the paucity of the record 
before the Court, this sequence of events is simply too 
attenuated to confer standing. At most, Plaintiff has 
shown that its members will suffer an increased risk 
of harm if their already publicly available infor-
mation is collected by the Commission. But under the 
binding precedent of the Supreme Court, an in-
creased risk of harm is insufficient to confer stand-
ing; rather, the harm must be “certainly impending.” 
Clapper v. Amnesty Int’l USA, 568 U.S. 398, 133 S.Ct. 
1138, 1143, 185 L.Ed.2d 264 (2013). Indeed, on this 
basis, two district courts in this circuit have conclud-
ed that even the disclosure of confidential, identifia-
ble information is insufficient to confer standing until 
that information is or is about to be used by a third-
party to the detriment of the individual whose infor-
mation is disclosed. See In re Sci. Applications Int’l 
Corp. (SAIC) Backup Tape Data Theft Litig., 45 
F.Supp.3d 14, 25 (D.D.C. 2014); Welborn v. IRS, 218 
F.Supp.3d 64, 77 (D.D.C. 2016). In sum, the mere in-
creased risk of disclosure stemming from the collec-
tion and eventual, anonymized disclosure of already 
publicly available voter roll information is insuffi-
cient to confer standing upon Plaintiff’s advisory 
board members. Consequently, for all of the foregoing 
reasons, Plaintiff has failed to show that it has asso-
ciational standing to bring this lawsuit.4  
                                            
4 This obviates the need to engage in a merits analysis of 
Plaintiff’s alleged Constitutional privacy right claims, 
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2. Informational Standing 
In order to establish informational standing, 

Plaintiff must show that “(1) it has been deprived of 
information that, on its interpretation, a statute re-
quires the government or a third party to disclose to 
it, and (2) it suffers, by being denied access to that 
information, the type of harm Congress sought to 
prevent by requiring disclosure.” Friends of Animals 
v. Jewell, 828 F.3d 989, 992 (D.C. Cir. 2016). “[A] 
plaintiff seeking to demonstrate that it has informa-
tional standing generally ‘need not allege any addi-
tional harm beyond the one Congress has identified.’” 
Id. (citing Spokeo, Inc. v. Robins, ––– U.S. ––––, 136 
S.Ct. 1540, 1544, 194 L.Ed.2d 635 (2016)). Plaintiff 
has brought suit under the APA, for the failure of one 
or more federal agencies to comply with Section 208 
of the E–Government Act. That provision mandates 
that before “initiating a new collection of infor-
mation,” an agency must “conduct a privacy impact 
assessment,” “ensure the review of the privacy im-
pact assessment by the Chief Information Officer,” 
and “if practicable, after completion of the review ..., 
make the privacy impact assessment publicly availa-

                                                
which are based on the individual claims of its advisory 
board members. See generally Pl.’s Am. Mem., at 30. 
Nonetheless, even if the Court were to reach this issue, it 
would find that Plaintiff is unlikely to succeed on these 
claims because the D.C. Circuit has expressed “grave 
doubts as to the existence of a constitutional right of pri-
vacy in the nondisclosure of personal information.” Am. 
Fed’n of Gov’t Emps., AFLCIO v. Dep’t of Hous. & Urban 
Dev., 118 F.3d 786, 791 (D.C. Cir. 1997). 
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ble through the website of the agency, publication in 
the Federal Register, or other means.” E–
Government Act, § 208(b). An enumerated purpose of 
the E–Government Act is “[t]o make the Federal 
Government more transparent and accountable.” Id. 
§ 2(b)(9). 

Plaintiff satisfies both prongs of the test for in-
formational standing. First, it has espoused a view of 
the law that entitles it to information. Namely, Plain-
tiff contends that Defendants are engaged in a new 
collection of information, and that a cause of action is 
available under the APA to force their compliance 
with the E–Government Act and to require the dis-
closure of a Privacy Impact Assessment. Second, 
Plaintiff contends that it has suffered the very inju-
ries meant to be prevented by the disclosure of infor-
mation pursuant to the E–Government Act—lack of 
transparency and the resulting lack of opportunity to 
hold the federal government to account. This injury is 
particular to Plaintiff, given that it is an organization 
that was “established ... to focus public attention on 
emerging privacy and civil liberties issues and to pro-
tect privacy, freedom of expression, and democratic 
values in the information age.” About EPIC, 
https://www.epic.org/epic /about.html (last accessed 
July 20, 2017). Plaintiff, moreover, engages in gov-
ernment outreach by “speaking before Congress and 
judicial organizations about emerging privacy and 
civil liberties issues[,]” id., and uses information it 
obtains from the government to carry out its mission 
to educate the public regarding privacy issues, Hr’g 
Tr. 20:12–23. 

Defendants have contested Plaintiff’s informa-
tional standing, citing principally to the D.C. Cir-
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cuit’s analysis in Friends of Animals. See Am. Opp’n 
Mem., at 14–20. There, the court held that plaintiff, 
an environmental organization, did not have infor-
mational standing under a statute that required the 
Department of the Interior (“DOI”), first, to make cer-
tain findings regarding whether the listing of a spe-
cies as endangered is warranted within 12 months of 
determining that a petition seeking that relief “pre-
sents substantial scientific or commercial infor-
mation,” and second, after making that finding, to 
publish certain information in the Federal Register, 
including under some circumstances, a proposed reg-
ulation, or an “evaluation of the reasons and data on 
which the finding is based.” Friends of Animals, 828 
F.3d at 990–91 (internal quotation marks omitted) 
(citing 16 U.S.C. § 1533(b)(3)(B)). For example, part 
of the statute in Friends of Animals required that: 

(B) Within 12 months after receiving a 
petition that is found under subpara-
graph (A) to present substantial infor-
mation indicating that the petitioned ac-
tion may be warranted, the Secretary 
shall make one of the following findings: 
... 

(ii) The petitioned action is war-
ranted, in which case the Secre-
tary shall promptly publish in the 
Federal Register a general notice 
and the complete text of a pro-
posed regulation to implement 
such action in accordance with 
paragraph (5). 
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16 U.S.C. § 1533(b)(3)(B)(ii). At the time plaintiff 
brought suit, the 12–month period had elapsed, but 
the DOI had yet to make the necessary findings, and 
consequently had not published any information in 
the Federal Register. In assessing plaintiff’s informa-
tional standing, the D.C. Circuit focused principally 
on the structure of the statute that allegedly con-
ferred on plaintiff a right to information from the 
federal government. Friends of Animals, 828 F.3d at 
993. Solely on that basis, the court determined that 
plaintiff was not entitled to information because a 
right to information (e.g., a proposed regulation un-
der subsection (B)(ii) or an evaluation under subsec-
tion (B)(iii)) arose only after the DOI had made one of 
the three findings envisioned by the statute. True, 
the DOI had failed to make the requisite finding 
within 12 months. But given the statutorily pre-
scribed sequence of events, plaintiff’s challenge was 
in effect to the DOI’s failure to make such a finding, 
rather than to its failure to disclose information, giv-
en that the obligation to disclose information only 
arose after a finding had been made. As such, the 
D.C. Circuit concluded that plaintiff lacked informa-
tional standing.  

The statutory structure here, however, is quite 
different. The relevant portion of Section 208 pro-
vides the following: 

(b) PRIVACY IMPACT ASSESSMENTS.— 
(1) RESPONSIBILITIES OF AGEN-
CIES. 

(A) IN GENERAL.—An agency shall 
take actions described under subpar-
agraph (B) before 
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(i) developing or procuring infor-
mation technology that collects, 
maintains, or disseminates in-
formation that is in an identifia-
ble form; or 
(ii) initiating a new collection of 
information that— 

(I) will be collected, main-
tained, or disseminated using 
information technology; and 
(II) includes any information 
in an identifiable form per-
mitting the physical or online 
contacting of a specific indi-
vidual, if identical questions 
have been posed to, or identi-
cal reporting requirements 
imposed on, 10 or more per-
sons, other than agencies, in-
strumentalities, or employees 
of the Federal Government. 

(B) AGENCY ACTIVITIES.—To the 
extent required under subparagraph 
(A), each agency shall— 

(i) conduct a privacy impact as-
sessment; 
(ii) ensure the review of the pri-
vacy impact assessment by the 
Chief Information Officer, or 
equivalent official, as determined 
by the head of the agency; and 
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(iii) if practicable, after comple-
tion of the review under clause 
(ii), make the privacy impact as-
sessment publicly available 
through the website of the agen-
cy, publication in the Federal 
Register, or other means. 

E–Government Act, § 208(b). As this text makes 
clear, the statutorily prescribed sequence of events 
here is reversed from the sequence at issue in 
Friends of Animals. There, the DOI was required to 
disclose information only after it had made one of 
three “warranted” findings; it had not made any find-
ing, and accordingly, was not obligated to disclose 
any information. Here, the statute mandates that an 
“agency shall take actions described under subpara-
graph (B) before ... initiating a new collection of in-
formation ....” Id. (emphasis added). Subparagraph 
(B) in turn requires the agency to conduct a Privacy 
Impact Assessment, to have it reviewed by the Chief 
Information Officer or his equivalent, and to publish 
the assessment, if practicable. The statute, given its 
construction, requires all three of these events, in-
cluding the public disclosure of the assessment, to oc-
cur before the agency initiates a new collection of in-
formation. Assuming that the other facets of Plain-
tiff’s interpretation of the law are correct—namely, 
that Defendants are engaged in a new collection of 
information subject to the E–Government Act, that 
judicial review is available under the APA, and that 
disclosure of a privacy assessment is “practicable”—
then Plaintiff is presently entitled to information 
pursuant to the E–Government Act, because the dis-
closure of information was already supposed to have 
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occurred; that is, a Privacy Impact Assessment 
should have been made publicly available before De-
fendants systematically began collecting voter roll 
information. Accordingly, unlike in Friends of Ani-
mals, a review of the statutory text at issue in this 
litigation indicates that, under Plaintiff’s interpreta-
tion of the law, Defendants have already incurred an 
obligation to disclose information. 

Defendants make three further challenges to 
Plaintiff’s informational standing, none of which are 
meritorious. First, Defendants contend that Plaintiff 
lacks standing because its informational injury is 
merely a “generalized grievance,” and therefore insuf-
ficient to confer standing. Am. Opp’n Mem., at 15 (cit-
ing Judicial Watch, Inc. v. FEC, 180 F.3d 277, 278 
(D.C. Cir. 1999)). Plainly, the E–Government Act en-
titles the public generally to the disclosure of Privacy 
Impact Assessments, but that does not mean that the 
informational injury in this case is not particular to 
Plaintiff. As already noted, Plaintiff is a public-
interest organization that focuses on privacy issues, 
and uses information gleaned from the government to 
educate the public regarding privacy, and to petition 
the government regarding privacy law. See supra at 
[•]. Accordingly, the informational harm in this case, 
as it relates to Plaintiff, is “concrete and particular-
ized.” Moreover, the reality of statutes that confer in-
formational standing is that they are often not tar-
geted at a particular class of individuals, but rather 
provide for disclosure to the public writ large. See, 
e.g., Friends of Animals v. Jewell, 824 F.3d 1033, 
1041 (D.C. Cir. 2016) (finding that public interest en-
vironmental organization had standing under statu-
tory provision that required the Department of the 
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Interior to publish certain information in the Federal 
Register). Even putting aside the particularized na-
ture of the informational harm alleged in this action, 
however, the fact that a substantial percentage of the 
public is subject to the same harm does not automati-
cally render that harm inactionable. As the Supreme 
Court observed in Akins: “Often the fact that an in-
terest is abstract and the fact that it is widely shared 
go hand in hand. But their association is not invaria-
ble, and where a harm is concrete, though widely 
shared, the Court has found ‘injury in fact.’” FEC v. 
Akins, 524 U.S. 11, 24, 118 S.Ct. 1777, 141 L.Ed.2d 
10 (1998). The Court went on to hold, in language 
that is particularly apt under the circumstances, that 
“the informational injury at issue ..., directly related 
to voting, the most basic of political rights, is suffi-
ciently concrete and specific . . . .” Id. at 24–25, 118 
S.Ct. 1777. 

Defendants next focus on the fact that the in-
formation sought does not yet exist in the format in 
which it needs to be disclosed (i.e., as a Privacy Im-
pact Assessment). Am. Opp’n Mem., at 17. In this 
vein, they claim that Friends of Animals stands for 
the proposition that the government cannot be re-
quired to create information. The Court disagrees 
with this interpretation of Friends of Animals, and 
moreover, Defendants’ view of the law is not evident 
in the controlling Supreme Court and D.C. Circuit 
precedents. As already detailed, the court in Friends 
of Animals looked solely to the statutory text to de-
termine whether an obligation to disclose had been 
incurred. No significance was placed by the D.C. Cir-
cuit on the fact that, if there were such an obligation, 
the federal government would potentially be required 
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to “create” the material to be disclosed (in that case, 
either a proposed regulation, or an evaluative report). 
Furthermore, Friends of Animals cited two cases, one 
by the D.C. Circuit and the other by the Supreme 
Court, as standing for the proposition that plaintiffs 
have informational standing to sue under “statutory 
provisions that guarantee[ ] a right to receive infor-
mation in a particular form.” Friends of Animals, 828 
F.3d at 994 (emphasis added; citing Zivotofsky ex rel. 
Ari Z. v. Sec’y of State, 444 F.3d 614, 615–19 (D.C. 
Cir. 2006), and Havens Realty Corp. v. Coleman, 455 
U.S. 363, 373–75, 102 S.Ct. 1114, 71 L.Ed.2d 214 
(1982)). Furthermore, in Public Citizen, the Supreme 
Court found that plaintiff had informational standing 
to sue under FACA, and thereby seek the disclosure 
of an advisory committee charter and other materials 
which FACA requires advisory committees to create 
and make public. Presumably those materials did not 
exist, given defendants’ position that the committee 
was not subject to FACA, and in any event, the Court 
made no distinction on this basis. Pub. Citizen v. U.S. 
Dep’t of Justice, 491 U.S. 440, 447, 109 S.Ct. 2558, 
105 L.Ed.2d 377 (1989). And in Akins, the infor-
mation sought was not in defendants’ possession, as 
the entire lawsuit was premised on requiring defend-
ant to take enforcement action to obtain that infor-
mation. 524 U.S. at 26, 118 S.Ct. 1777. Ultimately, 
the distinction between information that already ex-
ists, and information that needs to be “created,” if not 
specious, strikes the Court as an unworkable legal 
standard. Information does not exist is some ideal 
form. When the government discloses information, it 
must always first be culled, organized, redacted, re-
viewed, and produced. Sometimes the product of that 
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process, as under the Freedom of Information Act, is 
a production of documents, perhaps with an at-
tendant privilege log. See, e.g., Judicial Watch, Inc. v. 
Food & Drug Admin., 449 F.3d 141, 146 (D.C. Cir. 
2006) (explaining the purpose of a Vaughn index). 
Here, Congress has mandated that disclosure take 
the form of a Privacy Impact Assessment, and that is 
what Plaintiff has standing to seek, regardless of 
whether an agency is ultimately required to create 
the report. 

Lastly, Defendants contend that Plaintiff lacks 
informational standing because Section 208 only re-
quires the publication of a Privacy Impact Statement 
if doing so is “practicable.” Am. Opp’n Mem., at 17 
n.2. As an initial matter, Defendants have at no point 
asserted that it would be impracticable to create and 
publish a Privacy Impact Assessment; rather, they 
have rested principally on their contention that they 
are not required to create or disclose one because 
Plaintiff either lacks standing, or because the E–
Government Act and APA only apply to federal agen-
cies, which are not implicated by the collection of vot-
er roll information. Accordingly, whatever limits the 
word “practicable” imposes on the disclosure obliga-
tions of Section 208, they are not applicable in this 
case, and therefore do not affect Plaintiff’s standing 
to bring this lawsuit. As a more general matter, how-
ever, the Court disagrees with Defendants’ view that 
merely because a right to information is in some way 
qualified, a plaintiff lacks informational standing to 
seek vindication of that right. For this proposition, 
Defendants again cite Friends of Animals, contending 
that the D.C. Circuit held that “informational stand-
ing only exists if [the] statute ‘guaranteed a right to 
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receive information in a particular form . . . .’” Id. (cit-
ing Friends of Animals, 828 F.3d at 994). That is not 
what the D.C. Circuit held; rather that language was 
merely used to describe two other cases, Havens and 
Zivotofsky, in which the Supreme Court and D.C. 
Circuit determined that plaintiffs had informational 
standing. See supra at [•]. One only need to look to-
ward the Freedom of Information Act, under which 
litigants undoubtedly have informational standing 
despite the fact that the Act in no way provides an 
unqualified right to information, given its numerous 
statutory exemptions. See Zivotofsky, 444 F.3d at 
618. Moreover, the available guidance indicates that 
the qualifier “practicable” was meant to function sim-
ilarly to the exemptions under the Freedom of Infor-
mation Act, and is therefore not purely discretionary. 
See M–03–22, OMB Guidance for Implementing the 
Privacy Provisions of the E–Government Act of 2002 
(Sept. 26, 2003) (“Agencies may determine to not 
make the PIA document or summary publicly availa-
ble to the extent that publication would raise security 
concerns, reveal classified (i.e., national security) in-
formation or sensitive information (e.g., potentially 
damaging to a national interest, law enforcement ef-
fort or competitive business interest) contained in an 
assessment. Such information shall be protected and 
handled consistent with the Freedom of Information 
Act . . . .” (footnote omitted; emphasis added)). Ac-
cordingly, for all of the foregoing reasons, the Court 
concludes that Plaintiff has satisfied its burden at 
this stage regarding its informational standing to 
seek the disclosure of a Privacy Impact Assessment 
pursuant to Section 208 of the E–Government Act. 
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Moreover, because the Court assumes the mer-
its of Plaintiff’s claims for standing purposes, the 
Court also finds that Plaintiff has informational 
standing with respect to its FACA claim, which like-
wise seeks the disclosure of a Privacy Impact As-
sessment. Judicial Watch, Inc. v. U.S. Dep’t of Com-
merce, 583 F.3d 871, 873 (D.C. Cir. 2009) (“Here the 
injury requirement is obviously met. In the context of 
a FACA claim, an agency’s refusal to disclose infor-
mation that the act requires be revealed constitutes a 
sufficient injury.) 

3. Organizational Standing Under PETA 
For similar reasons to those enumerated above 

with respect to informational standing, the Court al-
so finds that Plaintiff has organizational standing 
under PETA v. USDA, 797 F.3d 1087 (D.C. Cir. 
2015). In this circuit, an organization may establish 
standing if it has “suffered a concrete and demon-
strable injury to its activities, mindful that, under 
our precedent, a mere setback to ... abstract social in-
terests is not sufficient.” Id. at 1093 (internal quota-
tion marks and alterations omitted) (citing Am. Legal 
Found. v. FCC, 808 F.2d 84, 92 (D.C. Cir. 1987) (“The 
organization must allege that discrete programmatic 
concerns are being directly and adversely affected by 
the defendant’s actions.”)). “Making this determina-
tion is a two-part inquiry—we ask, first, whether the 
agency’s action or omission to act injured the organi-
zation’s interest and, second, whether the organiza-
tion used its resources to counteract that harm.” Food 
& Water Watch, Inc. v. Vilsack, 808 F.3d 905, 919 
(D.C. Cir. 2015) (internal quotation marks and alter-
ations omitted). In PETA, the D.C. Circuit found that 
an animal rights organization had suffered a “denial 
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of access to bird-related ... information including, in 
particular, investigatory information, and a means by 
which to seek redress for bird abuse ....” PETA, 797 
F.3d at 1095. This constituted a “cognizable injury 
sufficient to support standing” because the agency’s 
failure to comply with applicable regulations had im-
paired PETA’s ability to bring “violations to the at-
tention of the agency charged with preventing avian 
cruelty and [to] continue to educate the public.” Id. 

Under the circumstances of this case, Plaintiff 
satisfies the requirements for organizational stand-
ing under PETA. Plaintiff has a long-standing mis-
sion to educate the public regarding privacy rights, 
and engages in this process by obtaining information 
from the government. Pl.’s Reply Mem. at 17 (“EPIC’s 
mission includes, in particular, educating the public 
about the government’s record on voter privacy and 
promoting safeguards for personal voter data.”). In-
deed, Plaintiff has filed Freedom of Information Act 
requests in this jurisdiction seeking the disclosure of 
the same type of information, Privacy Impact As-
sessments, that it claims has been denied in this 
case. See, e.g., Elec. Privacy Info. Ctr. v. DEA, 208 
F.Supp.3d 108, 110 (D.D.C. 2016). Furthermore, 
Plaintiff’s programmatic activities—educating the 
public regarding privacy matters—have been im-
paired by Defendants’ alleged failure to comply with 
Section 208 of the E–Government Act, since those ac-
tivities routinely rely upon access to information from 
the federal government. See Hr’g Tr. at 20:8–16. This 
injury has required Plaintiff to expend resources by, 
at minimum, seeking records from the Commission 
and other federal entities concerning the collection of 
voter data. See Decl. of Eleni Kyriakides, ECF No. 
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39–1, ¶ 6. Accordingly, Plaintiff has organizational 
standing under the two-part test sanctioned by the 
D.C. Circuit in PETA. 

B. Likelihood of Success on the Merits 
Having assured itself of Plaintiff’s standing to 

bring this lawsuit, the Court turns to assess the fa-
miliar factors for determining whether a litigant is 
entitled to preliminary injunctive relief; in this case, 
a temporary restraining order and preliminary in-
junction. The first, and perhaps most important fac-
tor, is Plaintiff’s likelihood of success on the merits. 

The E–Government Act does not provide for a 
private cause of action, and accordingly, Plaintiff has 
sought judicial review pursuant to Section 702 of the 
APA. See Greenspan v. Admin. Office of the United 
States Courts, No. 14CV2396 JTM, 2014 WL 
6847460, at *8 (N.D. Cal. Dec. 4, 2014). Section 704 of 
the APA, in turn, limits judicial review to “final agen-
cy action for which there is no other adequate remedy 
. . . .” As relevant here, the reviewing court may 
“compel agency action unlawfully withheld or unrea-
sonably delayed.” 5 U.S.C. § 706(1). The parties prin-
cipally disagree over whether any “agency” is impli-
cated in this case such that there could be an “agency 
action” subject to this Court’s review. See Pl.’s Am. 
Mem., at 19–30; Am. Opp’n Mem., at 20–33. 

“Agency” is broadly defined by the APA to in-
clude “each authority of the Government of the Unit-
ed States, whether or not it is within or subject to re-
view by another agency ....” 5 U.S.C. § 551(1). The 
statute goes on to exclude certain components of the 
federal government, including Congress and the fed-
eral courts, but does not by its express terms exclude 
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the President, or the Executive Office of the Presi-
dent (“EOP”). Id. Nonetheless, the Supreme Court 
has concluded that the President is exempted from 
the reach of the APA, Franklin v. Massachusetts, 505 
U.S. 788, 800–01, 112 S.Ct. 2767, 120 L.Ed.2d 636 
(1992), and the D.C. Circuit has established a test for 
determining whether certain bodies within the Exec-
utive Office of the President are sufficiently close to 
the President as to also be excluded from APA re-
view, see Armstrong v. Exec. Office of the President, 
90 F.3d 553, 558 (D.C. Cir. 1996) (citing Meyer v. 
Bush, 981 F.2d 1288 (D.C. Cir. 1993)). In determining 
whether the Commission is an “agency,” or merely an 
advisory body to the President that is exempted from 
APA review, relevant considerations include “wheth-
er the entity exercises substantial independent au-
thority,” “whether the entity’s sole function is to ad-
vise and assist the President,” “how close operational-
ly the group is to the President,” “whether it has a 
self-contained structure,” and “the nature of its dele-
gated authority.” Citizens for Responsibility & Ethics 
in Washington v. Office of Admin., 566 F.3d 219, 222 
(D.C. Cir. 2009) (“CREW”) (internal quotation marks 
omitted). The most important consideration appears 
to be whether the “entity in question wielded sub-
stantial authority independently of the President.” 
Id. 

The record presently before the Court is insuf-
ficient to demonstrate that the Commission is an 
“agency” for purposes of the APA. First, the Execu-
tive Order indicates that the Commission is purely 
advisory in nature, and that it shall disband shortly 
after it delivers a report to the President. No inde-
pendent authority is imbued upon the Commission by 
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the Executive Order, and there is no evidence that it 
has exercised any independent authority that is unre-
lated to its advisory mission. Defendants’ request for 
information is just that—a request—and there is no 
evidence that they have sought to turn the request 
into a demand, or to enforce the request by any 
means. Furthermore, the request for voter roll infor-
mation, according to Defendants, is ancillary to the 
Commission’s stated purpose of producing an adviso-
ry report for the President regarding voting processes 
in federal elections. The Executive Order does pro-
vide that other federal agencies “shall endeavor to 
cooperate with the Commission,” and that the GSA 
shall “provide the Commission with such administra-
tive services, funds, facilities, staff, equipment, and 
other support services as may be necessary to carry 
out its mission.” Exec. Order § 7(a). Nonetheless, De-
fendants have represented that the GSA’s role is cur-
rently expected to be limited to specific “administra-
tive support like arranging travel for the members” of 
the Commission, and that no other federal agencies 
are “cooperating” with the Commission. Hr’g Tr. at 
27:25–28:6; 30:10–13. Finally, although Commission-
er Christy McCormick of the Election Assistance 
Commission is a member of the Commission, there is 
currently no record evidence that she was substan-
tially involved in the decision to collect voter infor-
mation, or that her involvement in some fashion im-
plicated the Election Assistance Commission, which 
is a federal agency. Hr’g Tr. 28:24–30:4; cf. Judicial 
Watch, Inc. v. Nat’l Energy Policy Dev. Grp., 219 
F.Supp.2d 20, 39–40 (D.D.C. 2002) (citing Ryan v. 
Dep’t of Justice, 617 F.2d 781 (D.C. Cir. 1980)). 
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This would have ended the inquiry, but for the 
revelation during the course of these proceedings that 
the SAFE system, which the Commission had intend-
ed for states to use to transmit voter roll information, 
is operated by a component of the Department of De-
fense. Moreover, the only voter roll information 
transferred to date resided on the SAFE system, and 
consequently was stored on a computer system oper-
ated by the Department of Defense. Given these fac-
tual developments, the Department of Defense—a 
federal agency—was added as a defendant to this 
lawsuit. See Am. Compl., ECF No. 21, ¶¶ 37–42. 
Shortly after that occurred, however, Defendants 
changed gears, and represented that “[i]n order not to 
impact the ability of other customers to use the 
[SAFE] site, the Commission has decided to use al-
ternative means for transmitting the requested data.” 
ECF No. 24, at 1. In lieu of the SAFE system, De-
fendants had the Director of White House Infor-
mation Technology (“DWHIT”) repurpose “an existing 
system that regularly accepts personally identifiable 
information through a secure, encrypted computer 
application within the White House Information 
Technology enterprise.” Id. Furthermore, Defendants 
have represented that the data received from the 
State of Arkansas via the SAFE system has been de-
leted, “without ever having been accessed by the 
Commission.” Herndon Decl. ¶ 7. Accordingly, while 
the legal dispute with respect to the use of the SAFE 
system by Defendants to collect at least some voter 
roll information may not be moot—data was in fact 
collected before a Privacy Impact Assessment was 
conducted pursuant to the E–Government Act—that 
potential legal violation does not appear to be a basis 
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for the prospective injunctive relief sought by Plain-
tiff’s amended motion for injunctive relief; namely, 
the prevention of the further collection of voter roll 
information by the Commission. In any event, Plain-
tiff has not pursued the conduct of the Department of 
Defense as a basis for injunctive relief. 

Given the change of factual circumstances, the 
question now becomes whether any of the entities 
that will be involved in administering the “repur-
posed” White House system are “agencies” for pur-
poses of APA review. One candidate is the DWHIT. 
According to the Presidential Memorandum estab-
lishing this position, the “Director of White House In-
formation Technology, on behalf of the President, 
shall have the primary authority to establish and co-
ordinate the necessary policies and procedures for 
operating and maintaining the information resources 
and information systems provided to the President, 
Vice President, and the EOP.” Mem. on Establishing 
the Director of White House Information Technology 
and the Executive Committee for Presidential Infor-
mation Technology (“DWHIT Mem.”), § 1, available 
at https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/pkg/DCPD–201500185/ 
pdf/DCPD–201500185.pdf (last accessed July 16, 
2017). The DWHIT is part of the White House Office, 
id. § 2(a)(ii), a component of the EOP “whose mem-
bers assist the President with those tasks incidental 
to the office.” Alexander v. F.B.I., 691 F.Supp.2d 182, 
186 (D.D.C. 2010), aff’d, 456 Fed.Appx. 1 (D.C. Cir. 
2011); see also Herndon Decl. ¶ 1. According to the 
Memorandum, the DWHIT “shall ensure the effective 
use of information resources and information systems 
provided to the President, Vice President, and EOP 
in order to improve mission performance, and shall 
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have the appropriate authority to promulgate all nec-
essary procedures and rules governing these re-
sources and systems.” DWHIT Mem., § 2(c). The 
DWHIT is also responsible for providing “policy coor-
dination and guidance” for a group of other entities 
that provide information technology services to the 
President, Vice President, and the EOP, known as 
the “Presidential Information Technology Communi-
ty.” Id. § 2(a), (c). Furthermore, the DWHIT may “ad-
vise and confer with appropriate executive depart-
ments and agencies, individuals, and other entities as 
necessary to perform the Director’s duties under this 
memorandum.” Id. § 2(d). 

Taken as a whole, the responsibilities of the 
DWHIT based on the present record amount to 
providing operational and administrative support 
services for information technology used by the Pres-
ident, Vice President, and close staff. Furthermore, to 
the extent there is coordination with other federal 
agencies, the purpose of that coordination is likewise 
to ensure the sufficiency and quality of information 
services provided to the President, Vice President, 
and their close staff. Given the nature of the 
DWHIT’s responsibilities and its proximity to the 
President and Vice President, it is not an agency for 
the reasons specified by the D.C. Circuit in CREW 
with respect to the Office of Administration (“OA”). In 
that case, the D.C. Circuit held that the OA was not 
an “agency” under FOIA5 because “nothing in the 
                                            
5 Plaintiff argues that CREW and similar cases by the 
D.C. Circuit interpreting whether an entity is an agency 
for purposes of FOIA are not applicable to determining 
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record indicate[d] that OA performs or is authorized 
to perform tasks other than operational and adminis-
trative support for the President and his staff ....” 
CREW, 566 F.3d at 224. Relying on its prior holding 
in Sweetland, the court held that where an entity 
within the EOP, like the DWHIT, provides to the 
President and his staff “only operational and admin-
istrative support . . . it lacks the substantial inde-
pendent authority we have required to find an agency 
covered by FOIA . . . .” Id. at 223 (citing Sweetland v. 
Walters, 60 F.3d 852, 854 (D.C. Cir. 1995)). This con-

                                                
whether an entity is an agency for purposes of the APA. 
See Pl.’s Reply Mem. at 2. The Court disagrees. The D.C. 
Circuit established the “substantial independent authori-
ty” test in Soucie, a case that was brought under FOIA, 
but at a time when the definition of “agency” for FOIA 
purposes mirrored the APA definition. In that case, the 
D.C. Circuit held that “the APA apparently confers agency 
status on any administrative unit with substantial inde-
pendent authority in the exercise of specific functions.” 
Soucie v. David, 448 F.2d 1067, 1073 (D.C. Cir. 1971) (em-
phasis added); Meyer, 981 F.2d at 1292 n.1 (“[b]efore the 
1974 Amendments, FOIA simply had adopted the APA’s 
definition of agency”); see also Dong v. Smithsonian Inst., 
125 F.3d 877, 881 (D.C. Cir. 1997) (“[o]ur cases have fol-
lowed the same approach, requiring that an entity exer-
cise substantial independent authority before it can be 
considered an agency for § 551(1) purposes”—that is, the 
section that defines the term “agency” for purposes of the 
APA). The CREW court applied the “substantial inde-
pendent authority” test, and the Court sees no basis to 
hold that the reasoning of CREW is not dispositive of 
DWHIT’s agency status in this matter. 
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clusion was unchanged by the fact that the OA, like 
the DWHIT here, provides support for other federal 
agencies to the extent they “work at the White House 
complex in support of the President and his staff.” Id. 
at 224. Put differently, the fact that the DWHIT co-
ordinates the information technology support provid-
ed by other agencies for the President, Vice Presi-
dent, and their close staff, does not change the ulti-
mate conclusion that the DWHIT is not “authorized 
to perform tasks other than operational and adminis-
trative support for the President and his staff,” which 
means that the DWHIT “lacks substantial independ-
ent authority and is therefore not an agency ....” Id. 
However, to the extent that DWHIT’s responsibilities 
expand either formally or organically, as a result of 
its newfound responsibilities in assisting the Com-
mission, this determination may need to be revisited 
in the factual context of this case. 

The other candidates for “agency action” pro-
posed by Plaintiff fare no better. The Executive 
Committee for Presidential Information Technology 
and the U.S. Digital Service, even if they were agen-
cies, “will have no role in th[e] data collection pro-
cess.” Herndon Decl. ¶ 6. According to Defendants, 
apart from the DWHIT, the only individuals who will 
be involved in the collection of voter roll information 
are “a limited number of ... technical staff from the 
White House Office of Administration.” Id. Finally, 
Plaintiff contends that the entire EOP is a “parent 
agency,” and that as a result, the activities of its 
components, including those of the DWHIT and the 
Commission, are subject to APA review. However, 
this view of the EOP has been expressly rejected by 
the D.C. Circuit and is at odds with the practical re-
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ality that the D.C. Circuit has consistently analyzed 
the agency status of EOP components on a compo-
nent-by-component basis. United States v. Espy, 145 
F.3d 1369, 1373 (D.C. Cir. 1998) (“it has never been 
thought that the whole Executive Office of the Presi-
dent could be considered a discrete agency under 
FOIA”). Accordingly, at the present time and based 
on the record before the Court, it appears that there 
is no “agency,” as that term is understood for purpos-
es of the APA, that is involved in the collection of vot-
er roll information on behalf of the Commission. Be-
cause there is no apparent agency involvement at 
this time, the Court concludes that APA review is 
presently unavailable in connection with the collec-
tion of voter roll information by the Commission. 

The last remaining avenue of potential legal 
redress is pursuant to FACA. Plaintiff relies on Sec-
tion 10(b) of FACA as a means to seek the disclosure 
of a Privacy Impact Assessment, as required under 
certain circumstances by the E–Government Act. See 
Am. Compl, ECF No. 33, ¶¶ 73–74. That section pro-
vides that an advisory committee subject to FACA 
must make publicly available, unless an exception 
applies under FOIA, “the records, reports, tran-
scripts, minutes, appendixes, working papers, drafts, 
studies, agenda, or other documents which were 
made available to or prepared for or by [the] advisory 
committee . . . .” 5 U.S.C. app. 2 § 10(b). The flaw 
with this final approach, however, is that FACA itself 
does not require Defendants to produce a Privacy 
Impact Assessment; only the E–Government Act so 
mandates, and as concluded above, the Court is not 
presently empowered to exert judicial review pursu-
ant to the APA with respect to Plaintiff’s claims un-
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der the E–Government Act, nor can judicial review be 
sought pursuant to the E–Government Act itself, 
since it does not provide for a private cause of action. 
Consequently, for all of the foregoing reasons, none of 
Plaintiff’s avenues of potential legal redress appear 
to be viable at the present time, and Plaintiff has not 
demonstrated a likelihood of success on the merits. 

C. Irreparable Harm, Balance of the Equi-
ties, and the Public Interest  
Given that Plaintiff is essentially limited to 

pursuing an informational injury, many of its theo-
ries of irreparable harm, predicated as they are on 
injuries to the private interests of its advisory board 
members, have been rendered moot. See Pl.’s Am. 
Mem., at 34–40. Nonetheless, the non-disclosure of 
information to which a plaintiff is entitled, under cer-
tain circumstances itself constitutes an irreparable 
harm; specifically, where the information is highly 
relevant to an ongoing and highly public matter. See, 
e.g., Elec. Privacy Info. Ctr. v. Dep’t of Justice, 416 
F.Supp.2d 30, 41 (D.D.C. 2006) (“EPIC will also be 
precluded, absent a preliminary injunction, from ob-
taining in a timely fashion information vital to the 
current and ongoing debate surrounding the legality 
of the Administration’s warrantless surveillance pro-
gram”); see also Washington Post v. Dep’t of Home-
land Sec., 459 F.Supp.2d 61, 75 (D.D.C. 2006) (“Be-
cause the urgency with which the plaintiff makes its 
FOIA request is predicated on a matter of current na-
tional debate, due to the impending election, a likeli-
hood for irreparable harm exists if the plaintiff’s 
FOIA request does not receive expedited treatment.”). 
Indeed, the D.C. Circuit has held that “stale infor-
mation is of little value . . . [,]” Payne Enters., Inc. v. 
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United States, 837 F.2d 486, 494 (D.C. Cir. 1988), and 
that the harm in delaying disclosure is not necessari-
ly redressed even if the information is provided at 
some later date, see Byrd v. EPA, 174 F.3d 239, 244 
(D.C. Cir. 1999) (“Byrd’s injury, however, resulted 
from EPA’s failure to furnish him with the docu-
ments until long after they would have been of any 
use to him.”). Here, however, the Court concludes 
that Plaintiff is not presently entitled to the infor-
mation that it seeks, and accordingly, Plaintiff cannot 
show that it has suffered an irreparable information-
al injury. To hold otherwise would mean that when-
ever a statute provides for potential disclosure, a par-
ty claiming entitlement to that information in the 
midst of a substantial public debate would be entitled 
to a finding of irreparable informational injury, 
which cannot be so. See, e.g., Elec. Privacy Info. Ctr. 
v. Dep’t of Justice, 15 F.Supp.3d 32, 45 (D.D.C. 2014) 
(“surely EPIC’s own subjective view of what qualifies 
as ‘timely’ processing is not, and cannot be, the 
standard that governs this Court’s evaluation of ir-
reparable harm”). 

Finally, the equitable and public interest fac-
tors are in equipoise. As the Court recently held in a 
related matter, “[p]lainly, as an equitable and public 
interest matter, more disclosure, more promptly, is 
better than less disclosure, less promptly. But this 
must be balanced against the interest of advisory 
committees to engage in their work . . . .” Lawyers’ 
Comm. for Civil Rights Under Law v. Presidential 
Advisory Comm’n on Election Integrity, No. CV 17-
1354 (CKK), 265 F.Supp.3d 54, 71, 2017 WL 
3028832, at *10 (D.D.C. July 18, 2017). Here, the dis-
closure of a Privacy Impact Assessment may very 
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well be in the equitable and public interest, but creat-
ing a right to such disclosure out of whole cloth, and 
thereby imposing an informational burden on the 
Commission where none has been mandated by Con-
gress or any other source of law, is not. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

 For all of the foregoing reasons, Plaintiff’s [35] 
Motion for a Temporary Restraining Order and Pre-
liminary Injunction is DENIED WITHOUT PREJ-
UDICE. 

An appropriate Order accompanies this Memo-
randum Opinion. 
 

      /s/      
COLLEEN KOLLAR-KOTELLY 
United States District Judge
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APPENDIX F 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

ELECTRONIC PRIVACY 
INFORMATION CENTER, 
  Plaintiff, 
 v. 
PRESIDENTIAL ADVISORY 
COMMISSION ON ELECTION 
INTEGRITY, et al., 
  Defendants. 

 
 
 
Civil Action No. 
17-1320 (CKK) 

ORDER 
(July 24, 2017) 

For the reasons stated in the accompanying 
Memorandum Opinion, Plaintiff’s [35] Motion for a 
Temporary Restraining Order and Preliminary In-
junction is DENIED WITHOUT PREJUDICE. 

 
SO ORDERED. 
 

Dated: July 24, 2017 
/s/      
COLLEEN KOLLAR-KOTELLY 
United States District Judge  
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APPENDIX G 

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

ELECTRONIC PRIVACY 
INFORMATION CENTER, 
  Plaintiff, 
 v. 
PRESIDENTIAL ADVISORY 
COMMISSION ON ELECTION 
INTEGRITY, et al., 
  Defendants. 

 
 
 
Civil Action No. 
17-1320 (CKK) 

ORDER 
(August 22, 2018) 

In its [63] Order, the Court indicated that it 
“expects that this case can be dismissed” once De-
fendants carried out their intention of destroying all 
state voter data collected by the now- defunct Presi-
dential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity. 
The Court noted Plaintiff’s concurrence that deletion 
of this data would secure the remainder of the sub-
stantive relief sought by Plaintiff. Order, ECF No. 63, 
at 2 (citing Notice, ECF No. 62, at 2).  

 
Defendants’ [64] Notice of Deletion confirms 

that they have deleted the state voter data. Accord-
ingly, the Court finds that no further adjudication of 
this action is necessary.  
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It is hereby ORDERED that this case is 
DISMISSED. 

 
SO ORDERED. 
 
This is a final, appealable Order. 
 

Dated: August 22, 2018 
 /s/      
COLLEEN KOLLAR-KOTELLY 
United States District Judge  
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APPENDIX H 

STATUTORY PROVISIONS 

 

1. The Administrative Procedure Act, Pub. L. No. 79-
404, 60 Stat. 237, as amended and codified at 5 
U.S.C. §§ 551 et seq., provides, in relevant part:  

§ 551. Definitions 
 

For the purpose of this subchapter— 
(1)“agency” means each authority of the Government 
of the United States, whether or not it is within or 
subject to review by another agency, but does not in-
clude— 

(A) the Congress; 
(B) the courts of the United States; 
(C) the governments of the territories or posses-
sions of the United States; 
(D) the government of the District of Columbia; 
or except as to the requirements of section 552 of 
this title— 
(E) agencies composed of representatives of the 
parties or of representatives of organizations of 
the parties to the disputes determined by them; 
(F) courts martial and military commissions; 
(G) military authority exercised in the field in 
time of war or in occupied territory; or 
(H) functions conferred by sections 1738, 1739, 
1743, and 1744 of title 12; subchapter II of chap-
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ter 471 of title 49; or sections 1884, 1891–1902, 
and former section 1641(b)(2), of title 50, appen-
dix; 

 
§ 552. Public information; agency rules, opin-
ions, orders, records, and proceedings  

* * * 
(f) For purposes of this section, the term— 

(1) “agency” as defined in section 551(1) of this ti-
tle includes any executive department, military 
department, Government corporation, Govern-
ment controlled corporation, or other establish-
ment in the executive branch of the Government 
(including the Executive Office of the President), 
or any independent regulatory agency; and 
(2)“record” and any other term used in this sec-
tion in reference to information includes— 

(A) any information that would be an agency 
record subject to the requirements of this sec-
tion when maintained by an agency in any 
format, including an electronic format; and 
(B) any information described under subpara-
graph (A) that is maintained for an agency by 
an entity under Government contract, for the 
purposes of records management. 
 

§ 701. Application; definitions  
* * * 

(b) For the purpose of this chapter— 
(1) “agency” means each authority of the Gov-
ernment of the United States, whether or not it is 
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within or subject to review by another agency, 
but does not include— 

(A) the Congress; 
(B) the courts of the United States; 
(C) the governments of the territories or pos-
sessions of the United States; 
(D) the government of the District of Colum-
bia; 
(E) agencies composed of representatives of 
the parties or of representatives of organiza-
tions of the parties to the disputes determined 
by them; 
(F) courts martial and military commissions; 
(G) military authority exercised in the field in 
time of war or in occupied territory; or 
(H) functions conferred by sections 1738, 1739, 
1743, and 1744 of title 12; subchapter II of 
chapter 471 of title 49; or sections 1884, 1891–
1902, and former section 1641(b)(2), of title 50, 
appendix; 

 
§ 702. Right of review  

A person suffering legal wrong because of 
agency action, or adversely affected or aggrieved by 
agency action within the meaning of a relevant stat-
ute, is entitled to judicial review thereof. An action in 
a court of the United States seeking relief other than 
money damages and stating a claim that an agency 
or an officer or employee thereof acted or failed to act 
in an official capacity or under color of legal authority 
shall not be dismissed nor relief therein be denied on 
the ground that it is against the United States or 
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that the United States is an indispensable party. The 
United States may be named as a defendant in any 
such action, and a judgment or decree may be entered 
against the United States: Provided, That any man-
datory or injunctive decree shall specify the Federal 
officer or officers (by name or by title), and their suc-
cessors in office, personally responsible for compli-
ance. Nothing herein (1) affects other limitations on 
judicial review or the power or duty of the court to 
dismiss any action or deny relief on any other appro-
priate legal or equitable ground; or (2) confers au-
thority to grant relief if any other statute that grants 
consent to suit expressly or impliedly forbids the re-
lief which is sought. 
 
§ 704. Actions reviewable 
 Agency action made reviewable by statute and 
final agency action for which there is no other ade-
quate remedy in a court are subject to judicial review. 
A preliminary, procedural, or intermediate agency 
action or ruling not directly reviewable is subject to 
review on the review of the final agency action. Ex-
cept as otherwise expressly required by statute, 
agency action otherwise final is final for the purposes 
of this section whether or not there has been present-
ed or determined an application for a declaratory or-
der, for any form of reconsideration, or, unless the 
agency otherwise requires by rule and provides that 
the action meanwhile is inoperative, for an appeal to 
superior agency authority. 
  
§ 706. Scope of review 

To the extent necessary to decision and when 
presented, the reviewing court shall decide all rele-
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vant questions of law, interpret constitutional and 
statutory provisions, and determine the meaning or 
applicability of the terms of an agency action. The re-
viewing court shall— 

(1) compel agency action unlawfully withheld or 
unreasonably delayed; and 
(2) hold unlawful and set aside agency action, 
findings, and conclusions found to be— 

(A) arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discre-
tion, or otherwise not in accordance with law; 
(B) contrary to constitutional right, power, 
privilege, or immunity; 
(C) in excess of statutory jurisdiction, authori-
ty, or limitations, or short of statutory right; 
(D) without observance of procedure required 
by law; 
(E) unsupported by substantial evidence in a 
case subject to sections 556 and 557 of this title 
or otherwise reviewed on the record of an 
agency hearing provided by statute; or 
(F) unwarranted by the facts to the extent that 
the facts are subject to trial de novo by the re-
viewing court. 
 

* * * * * 
 

2. Title 40 of the United States Code provides, in rel-
evant part:  
 
§11101. Definitions 
In this subtitle, the following definitions apply:  
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* * * 
(6) Information technology.—The term “information 
technology”— 

(A) with respect to an executive agency means 
any equipment or interconnected system or sub-
system of equipment, used in the automatic ac-
quisition, storage, analysis, evaluation, manipu-
lation, management, movement, control, display, 
switching, interchange, transmission, or recep-
tion of data or information by the executive agen-
cy, if the equipment is used by the executive 
agency directly or is used by a contractor under a 
contract with the executive agency that requires 
the use— 

(i) of that equipment; or 
(ii) of that equipment to a significant extent in 
the performance of a service or the furnishing 
of a product; 

(B) includes computers, ancillary equipment (in-
cluding imaging peripherals, input, output, and 
storage devices necessary for security and sur-
veillance), peripheral equipment designed to be 
controlled by the central processing unit of a 
computer, software, firmware and similar proce-
dures, services (including support services), and 
related resources; but 
(C) does not include any equipment acquired by a 
federal contractor incidental to a federal contract. 
 

* * * * * 
 

3. Title 44 of the United States Code provides, in rel-
evant part:  
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§ 3502. Definitions 
As used in this subchapter— 

* * * 
(9) the term “information technology” has the mean-
ing given that term in section 11101 of title 40 but 
does not include national security systems as defined 
in section 11103 of title 40; 
 

* * * * * 
 
4. The E-Government Act of 2002, Pub. L. No. 107-
347, 116 Stat. 2899, provides, in relevant part:  
 

An Act 
 

To enhance the management and promotion of 
electronic Government services and processes by es-
tablishing a Federal Chief Information Officer within 
the Office of  Management and Budget, and by estab-
lishing a broad framework of measures that require 
using Internet-based information technology to en-
hance citizen access to Government information and 
services, and for other purposes. 

 
    Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Repre-

sentatives of the United States of America in Congress 
assembled, 
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SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE; TABLE OF CON-
TENTS. 

(a) Short Title.—This Act may be cited as the “E-
Government Act of 2002”. 
(b) Table of Contents.--The table of contents for 
this Act is as follows: 

Sec. 1. Short title; table of contents. 
Sec. 2. Findings and purposes. 
 

TITLE I—OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND 
BUDGET ELECTRONIC GOVERNMENT SER-

VICES 
Sec. 101. Management and promotion of electronic 
government services. 
Sec. 102. Conforming amendments. 
 

TITLE II—FEDERAL MANAGEMENT AND 
PROMOTION OF ELECTRONIC GOVERNMENT 

SERVICES 
Sec. 201. Definitions. 
Sec. 202. Federal agency responsibilities. 
Sec. 203. Compatibility of executive agency methods 
for use and acceptance of electronic signatures. 
Sec. 204. Federal Internet portal. 
Sec. 205. Federal courts. 
Sec. 206. Regulatory agencies. 
Sec. 207. Accessibility, usability, and preservation of 
government information. 
Sec. 208. Privacy provisions. 
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Sec. 209. Federal information technology workforce 
development. 
Sec. 210. Share-in-savings initiatives. 
Sec. 211. Authorization for acquisition of information 
technology by State and local governments through 
Federal supply schedules. 
Sec. 212. Integrated reporting study and pilot pro-
jects. 
Sec. 213. Community technology centers. 
Sec. 214. Enhancing crisis management through ad-
vanced information technology. 
Sec. 215. Disparities in access to the Internet. 
Sec. 216. Common protocols for geographic infor-
mation systems. 
 

TITLE III—INFORMATION SECURITY 
Sec. 301. Information security. 
Sec. 302. Management of information technology. 
Sec. 303. National Institute of Standards and Tech-
nology. 
Sec. 304. Information Security and Privacy Advisory 
Board. 
Sec. 305. Technical and conforming amendments. 
 

TITLE IV—AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIA-
TIONS AND EFFECTIVE DATES 

Sec. 401. Authorization of appropriations. 
Sec. 402. Effective dates. 
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TITLE V—CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION PRO-
TECTION AND STATISTICAL EFFICIENCY 

Sec. 501. Short title. 
Sec. 502. Definitions. 
Sec. 503. Coordination and oversight of policies. 
Sec. 504. Effect on other laws. 
 

Subtitle A—Confidential Information Protection 
 

Sec. 511. Findings and purposes. 
Sec. 512. Limitations on use and disclosure of data 
and information. 
Sec. 513. Fines and penalties. 
 

Subtitle B—Statistical Efficiency 
Sec. 521. Findings and purposes. 
Sec. 522. Designation of statistical agencies. 
Sec. 523. Responsibilities of designated statistical 
agencies. 
Sec. 524. Sharing of business data among designated 
statistical agencies. 
Sec. 525. Limitations on use of business data provid-
ed by designated statistical agencies. 
Sec. 526. Conforming amendments. 
 
SEC. 2. FINDINGS AND PURPOSES.  

(a) Findings.—Congress finds the following: 
(1) The use of computers and the Internet is 
rapidly transforming societal interactions and 
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the relationships among citizens, private busi-
nesses, and the Government. 
(2) The Federal Government has had uneven 
success in applying advances in information 
technology to enhance governmental functions 
and services, achieve more efficient perfor-
mance, increase access to Government infor-
mation, and increase citizen participation in 
Government. 
(3) Most Internet-based services of the Federal 
Government are developed and presented sep-
arately, according to the jurisdictional bounda-
ries of an individual department or agency, ra-
ther than being integrated cooperatively ac-
cording to function or topic.  
(4) Internet-based Government services involv-
ing interagency cooperation are especially dif-
ficult to develop and promote, in part because 
of a lack of sufficient funding mechanisms to 
support such interagency cooperation. 
(5) Electronic Government has its impact 
through improved Government performance 
and outcomes within and across agencies. 
(6) Electronic Government is a critical element 
in the management of Government, to be im-
plemented as part of a management frame-
work that also addresses finance, procurement, 
human capital, and other challenges to im-
prove the performance of Government. 
(7) To take full advantage of the improved 
Government performance that can be achieved 
through the use of Internet-based technology 
requires strong leadership, better organization, 
improved interagency collaboration, and more 
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focused oversight of agency compliance with 
statutes related to information resource man-
agement. 

(b) Purposes.—The purposes of this Act are the 
following: 

(1) To provide effective leadership of Federal 
Government efforts to develop and promote 
electronic Government services and processes 
by establishing an Administrator of a new Of-
fice of Electronic Government within the Office 
of Management and Budget. 
(2) To promote use of the Internet and other in-
formation technologies to provide increased 
opportunities for citizen participation in Gov-
ernment. 
(3) To promote interagency collaboration in 
providing electronic Government services, 
where this collaboration would improve the 
service to citizens by integrating related func-
tions, and in the use of internal electronic Gov-
ernment processes, where this collaboration 
would improve the efficiency and effectiveness 
of the processes. 
(4) To improve the ability of the Government to 
achieve agency missions and program perfor-
mance goals. 
(5) To promote the use of the Internet and 
emerging technologies within and across Gov-
ernment agencies to provide citizen-centric 
Government information and services. 
(6) To reduce costs and burdens for businesses 
and other Government entities. 
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(7) To promote better informed decisionmaking 
by policy makers. 
(8) To promote access to high quality Govern-
ment information and services across multiple 
channels. 
(9) To make the Federal Government more 
transparent and accountable. 
(10) To transform agency operations by utiliz-
ing, where appropriate, best practices from 
public and private sector organizations. 
(11) To provide enhanced access to Govern-
ment information and services in a manner 
consistent with laws regarding protection of 
personal privacy, national security, records re-
tention, access for persons with disabilities, 
and other relevant laws. 

 
* * * 

TITLE II—FEDERAL MANAGEMENT AND 
PROMOTION OF ELECTRONIC GOVERN-
MENT SERVICES  

* * * 
SEC. 208. PRIVACY PROVISIONS.  

(a) Purpose.—The purpose of this section is to en-
sure sufficient protections for the privacy of personal 
information as agencies implement citizen-centered 
electronic Government. 

(b) Privacy Impact Assessments.— 
(1) Responsibilities of agencies.— 

(A) In general.—An agency shall take 
actions described under subparagraph 
(B) before— 
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(i) developing or procuring infor-
mation technology that collects, 
maintains, or disseminates infor-
mation that is in an identifiable 
form; or 

                          (ii) initiating a new collection of  
information that— 

(I) will be collected, main-
tained, or disseminated using 
information technology; and 
(II) includes any information in 
an identifiable form permitting 
the physical or online contact-
ing of a specific individual, if 
identical questions have been 
posed to, or identical reporting 
requirements imposed on, 10 or 
more persons, other than agen-
cies, instrumentalities, or em-
ployees of the Federal Govern-
ment. 

(B) Agency activities.—To the extent re-
quired under subparagraph (A), each 
agency shall— 

(i) conduct a privacy impact as-
sessment; 
(ii) ensure the review of the priva-
cy impact assessment by the 
Chief Information Officer, or 
equivalent official, as determined 
by the head of the agency; and 
(iii) if practicable, after comple-
tion of the review under clause 
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(ii), make the privacy impact as-
sessment publicly available 
through the website of the agency, 
publication in the Federal Regis-
ter, or other means. 

(C) Sensitive information.—
Subparagraph (B)(iii) may be modified 
or waived for security reasons, or to pro-
tect classified, sensitive, or private in-
formation contained in an assessment. 
(D) Copy to director.—Agencies shall 
provide the Director with a copy of the 
privacy impact assessment for each sys-
tem for which funding is requested. 

(2) Contents of a privacy impact assessment.— 
(A) In general.—The Director shall issue 
guidance to agencies specifying the re-
quired contents of a privacy impact as-
sessment. 
(B) Guidance.—The guidance shall—                           

(i) ensure that a privacy impact 
assessment is commensurate with 
the size of the information system 
being assessed, the sensitivity of     
information that is in an identifi-
able form in that system, and the 
risk of harm from unauthorized 
release of that information; and 

(ii) require that a privacy impact 
assessment address— 

(I) what information is to 
be collected; 
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(II) why the information is 
being collected; 
(III) the intended use of the 
agency of the information; 
(IV) with whom the infor-
mation will be shared; 
(V) what notice or opportu-
nities for consent would be 
provided to individuals re-
garding what information 
is collected and how that 
information is shared; 
(VI) how the information 
will be secured; and 
(VII) whether a system of 
records is being created 
under section 552a of title 
5, United States Code, 
(commonly referred to as 
the ``Privacy Act’’). 

(3) Responsibilities of the director.—The Direc-
tor shall— 

(A) develop policies and guidelines for 
agencies on the conduct of privacy im-
pact assessments; 
(B) oversee the implementation of the 
privacy impact assessment process 
throughout the Government; and 
(C) require agencies to conduct privacy 
impact assessments of existing infor-
mation systems or ongoing collections of 
information that is in an identifiable 
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form as the Director determines appro-
priate. 

(c) Privacy Protections on Agency Websites.— 
(1) Privacy policies on websites.— 

(A) Guidelines for notices.—The Director 
shall develop guidance for privacy notic-
es on agency websites  

                used by the public. 
(B) Contents.—The guidance shall re-
quire that a privacy notice address, con-
sistent with section 552a of title 5, Unit-
ed States Code— 

(i) what information is to be col-
lected; 
(ii) why the information is being 
collected; 
(iii) the intended use of the agen-
cy of the information; 
(iv) with whom the information 
will be shared; 
(v) what notice or opportunities 
for consent would be provided to 
individuals regarding what in-
formation is collected and how 
that information is shared; 
(vi) how the information will be 
secured; and 
(vii) the rights of the individual 
under section 552a of title 5, 
United States Code (commonly re-
ferred to as the ``Privacy Act’’), 
and other laws relevant to the 
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protection of the privacy of an in-
dividual. 

(2) Privacy policies in machine-readable for-
mats.—The Director shall issue guidance re-
quiring agencies to translate privacy policies 
into a standardized machine-readable format. 

(d) Definition.—In this section, the term “identifiable 
form” means any representation of information that 
permits the identity of an individual to whom the in-
formation applies to be reasonably inferred by either 
direct or indirect means.  


